
12.0 INTERPRETATION OF CASE HISTORIES 

12.1 INTRODUCTION 

In tills section, eight case histories are described: six have been previously published Two 
case histories, LOOP Cavem #11 and tiie Kansas caverns #6 and #25, were kindly made 
available for tills research project. The autiiors are indebted to Jay Russel (r&C Consulting) 
Rod Thiel (Ambitech Engineering Corporation), and Harold Osborne and Tom McCauley 
(LOOP Inc.) who provided data and helpful additional comments. Each of tiie eight case 
histories is described in a different section and the pm-pose of Including tiie case histories are 
briefly described below. 

Cases 1 Through 4 Included in Section.s 12.2 tn17fi 

The Ettez-1 case (Section 12.2) and tiie Carresse case (Section 12.3) are two examples of 
pressure increase or pressure drop tests during which pressure history and/or expelled liquid 
flow rate were carefully measured, which provides data for a precise assessment of tiie various 
factors (transient creep, brine warming, adiabatic pressure change, additional dissolution) 
conttlbuting to the pressure histories. 

Remizov et al. (Section 12.4) described an MIT where tiie ttansient phase was much shorter 
tiian what is observed during most otiier tests, which stiongly suggests tiiat each site has 
somewhat specific characteristics. 

The EZ58 test (Section 12.5) comprises a tightiiess test performed on a well (rather than on 
a full-size cavem). Witii tiie "cavem" radius being exttemely small, the relative significance of 
tiie various factors conttlbuting to pressure evolution is drasticaUy changed: brine permeation 
tiirough tiie rock-mass, a negligible phenomenon in a cavem, plays a prominent role in tiie case 
of a well. 

Cases 5 Thrmiph R Included in .Sections 1?! fi »n 1? Q 

Case histories discussed in Sections 12.6 tiirough 12.9 relate to tiie PDO (Pressure 
Difference Observation) Method. 

The LOOP case (Section 12.6) and the Ettez-2 case (Section 12.7) prove tiiat a leak at tiie 
welUiead (even tiirough an exttemely small leakage) can easily be detected by tiie PDO Metiiod 
The Ettez-3 case (Section 12.8) shows tiiat tiie PDO Metiiod is exttemely accurate when tiie 
cavem neck is relatively narrow. The Kansas case (Section 12.9) shows tiiat Interpretation is 
more difficult when tiie shape of tiie cavem neck is irregular or absent; however, additional 
information (when compared to tiie standard Pressure Observation Testing Metiiod) is provided 
by the PDO Method. 
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12.2 THE ETREZ TRANSIENT CREEP TEST (AFTER HUGOUT [1984])  

12.2.1 Introduction 

The EZ53 cavern is a 7,500 ± 500-m' cavern leached out at a depth of 950 m. The cavern 
shape is shown In Figure 31. Leaching of EZ53 was completed by June 6. 1982. 
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Figure 31. EZ53 Sonar Survey. 

During tiie fall of 1982. a "ttansient creep" test was performed on the EZ53 cavern [Hugout, 
1984]. The cavern had been kept Idle for 3 montiis after cavern leaching was completed. The 
cavem pressure was then lowered by 3.4 MPa, kept constant for 160 days, and tiien increased 
back to halmostatic pressure, providing interesting data on tiie effects of rapid pressure 
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changes.' In the context of MIT interpretation, we are interested mainly in the pressure 
Increase that took place less than 1 year after the cavern was leached out. 

12.2.2 Cavern Behavior Before the Test 

In the months following the end of leaching, brine warming resulted in brine thermal 
expansion, as described in Section 6.3. The cavern brine temperature was 35.22°C on 
September 8, 1982 pay 94, or the day after the ttansient creep test began); 36.09''C on Oct
ober 7, 1982 (Day 123); and 37.55''C on December 8, 1982 (Day 185). Assuming V= 7.500 m' 
and a j= 4.410"V°C leads to an average volume increase rate of 100 liters per day during Days 
94-123 and 80 liters per day during Days 123 to 185-an expansion rate decrease consistent 
with that discussed in Section 6.3. 

The effect of cavern creep was assessed with a tianslent creep test. At a depth of 950 m. 
geostatic pressure is 21 MPa. and brine pressure in an open cavern (halmostatic pressure) is 
11.4 MPa. An outflow of 180 liters per day was observed shortly before the creep test began. 
Steady-state creep was measured 8 years later [Brouard, 1998] and found to be 7 liters per day; 
however, creep is likely to have been faster just a few months after leaching was completed. The 
initial outflow rate is larger tiian can be explained solely by tiie effects of tiiermal expansion; 
cavern creep was probably faster during this period soon after leaching than it was 8 years 
later, after tiie cavem idled for a long period. Nonetheless, the Information from the case 
history wUl be interpreted to isolate the expected thermal expansion effects. 

12.2.3 Effects of Cavern Pressure Drop 

The cavern pressure was decreased to assess the effect of lower cavern pressure on cavem 
creep rate. The annular space was flUed witii a light hydrocarbon, whose pressure at the 
wellhead was approximately p} = 3.4 MPa. On September 7. 1982 (Day 93). a valve was opened 
at the wellhead to partiaUy remove the hydrocarbon; the hydrocarbon pressure at the weUhead 
decreased to atmospheric pressure; the air/brine Interface in the centtal stiing dropped by 
K^ = P\!Pb8 = 3.410' Pa/1.200 kg/m' /lO m/s' = 290 m to balance the pressure drop in tiie 
annular space. The hydrocarbon outflow rate was measured from Day 93 to Day 254 (Figure 
32.a). 

The hydrocarbon outflow rate during this period was governed by three main phenomena: 

• brine warming, this effect accounts for 100 liters per day or more at the beginning of the 
test; however, tiie expelled fluid rate because of brine warming gentiy decreases with 
respect to time (adlabatic pressure drop foUowed by brine warming may also play a 
secondary role). 

' The cavern pressure histories for the EZ53 are shown in the Insert in Figure 33. 
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transient creep: the cavern pressure drop (by 3.4 MPa) triggers ttansient creep. After 
some time, steady-state creep is again achieved, but is faster tiian the creep rate when 
tiie cavern pressure was at halmostatic pressure (because the difference between 
geostatic pressure and cavern pressure is increased from 21 - 11.4 = 9.6 MPa to 21 - 8 = 
13 MPa). 

brine crystallization: This effect is ttiggered by a pressure drop. The total volume change 
Induced by crystallization can be computed using the formulas given in Section 8.2. 
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Figure 32. Evolution of Brine and Hydrocarbon in tiie WeU at the End of EZ53 Transient 
Creep Test. 

The amount of brine to be withdrawn during a rapid depressurization by -p] = -3.4 MPa is 

K '" = S X . - (P. + ßf ) Vpl = - f - ^ + (ß . -H Pr) V h (126) 
yPbs J 

Taking into account ß K = 3 m^/MPa. 5, = 21.1 liters/m. ^ = 10 m/s'. and p, =1.200 kg/m^ we 
have vf* =-16.15 m ' . However, brine crystallization reduced tiie brine outflow because the 
brine volume is smaller than tiie sum of tiie volumes of its two components (salt and soft 
water). This effect was discussed in Chapter 8.0. However, because cavity pressure Is kept 
constant. Equation (86) Is replaced by: 

vf=vi+s,h^, v:=v: 
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f 
or 

v-- = S,h^,-{a,~tn + ̂ ,)V;p] (128) 

And the additional brine volume expelled from the cavern after depressurization Is 

v ^ " - C " = - (a . -CJ-ßf) l / ;p; (129) 

orwitii a , - tD-ßf = 0.17410-^ tm'-MPa and l^=7.500m'. î "^ - = 444 liters (2.8 bbls). 

The combined effects of salt crystallization and cavern creep—two ttansient phenomena-
are observed clearly In Figure 33. The expelled flow rate, which was 182 liters per day before 
tiie test, soars to 4.500 liters (28 bbls) per day immediately after tiie cavern pressure reduction 
and tiien rapidly decreases to: 280 liters per day by Day 113, to 200 liters per day by Day 143, 
and to 140 liters per day on Day 193. 

12.2.4 Effects of Cavern Pressure Increases 

The cavem halmostatic pressure was restored on Day 253. This phase of the test is of 
special interest for tills research because It simulates an MIT. The annular space was closed at 
tiie welUiead and the central tubing was fiUed with brine (Figure 32b). After this injection was 
completed, the brine level dropped in the central tubing (an effect of additional dissolution and 
ttansient cavern creep (Figure 32c)). Every 24 hours, brine was added to fiU tiie centtal tubing. 
The daUy amount of brine added gradually decreased. EventuaUy, 10 days after the first fiUing 
took place (Day 263), brine was again expeUed from the weUhead (see Figure 33). and a 
constant brine-flow rate was observed equivalent to 52 liters per day. The difference between 
the brine expulsion of 182 Uters per day at tiie start (soon after leaching) and the 52 liters per 
day at tiie end is because brine thermal expansion Is less active 1 year after cavern leaching 
was completed. 

During Days 254-265. brine dissolution and transient creep (cavern volume //jcreases during 
this period) are active. A tentative analysis can be performed. 

During tills period of time, the total amount of brine injected (-) or witiidrawn (+) was 
carefuUy measured: 

-393 -220 -171 -138 -32 -32 -33 -33 -34 -68 + 31 + 48 = -1.077 liters (6.8 bbls). 

During the same 12-day period, tiie effects of brine tiiermal expansion and steady-state 
creep were tiie same as they would be couple of weeks later; i.e.. 52 liters per day 
(0.33 bbls/day). or 624 Uters (3.9 bbls) during tiie 12-day period. The effect of adiabatic pres
sure increase foUowed by brine cooling is approximately 50 liters and is not taken into account. 
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Figure 33. EZ53 Transient Creep Test (After Hugout [1984]). The initial cavem pressure at a 
deptii of 950 m is 11.4 MPa ratiier tiian the 12 MPa shown, making tiie actual 
cavern pressure reduction equal to 3.4 MPa. 

The cumulative effects of additional dissolution and ttansient creep during tills 12-dav 
period is 1077 -i- 624 = 1.700 liters (10.7 bbls). 

The effect of additional dissolution can be computed easUy using the formula given 
Section 12.2.3: m 

v'"-' - v';-' = (a, - GJ - ^l") V;p] = 444 Uters (2.8 bbls) (130) 

In otiier words, tianslent creep is responsible for a cavem volume increase of 1.700 - 444 = 
1.256 liters (7.9 bbls). In this example, tiie effect of additional dissolution is 1/3 of'tiie effect of 
Inverse transient creep. 

12.3 CARRESSE SPR3 TEST 

A test was performed in tiie SPR3 cavem. an 11,000-m^ brine-fiUed cavem leached out from 
a bedded-salt formation in southwestern France. The cavern deptii is 692 m to 705 m The 
cavern idealized-shape mesh used for computations is shown in Figure 34. The cavern had 
been kept idle (brine pressure at cavem deptii was 8.25 MPa) for a very long period of time 
before tiie test was performed: brine warming was negligible In tills context. 
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Figure 34. SPR3 Cavem Mesh Used for Numerical Computations. 

0 

This test consisted of increasing or decreasing cavem pressure through rapid liquid injection 
or rapid withdrawal. Five different steps occur, with each step lasting approximately 1 month 
(Figure 35). During the first step, the pressure consistentiy decreases (from 11.25 MPa to 
10.75 MPa); conversely, during Steps 2. 3, and 4, pressure increases in the cavem. This can be 
explained by the combined effects of steady-state creep and steady-state brine permeation. 
(The effects of these two mechanisms are exactiy equal when cavem pressure is approximately 
10 MPa; when cavem pressure is larger than this value, the volumetric brine permeation rate 
is greater than the volumetric cavem creep rate, resulting in a pressure drop; the inverse is 
tme when cavem pressure is less than 10 MPa.) 

We are primarily hiterested in the ttansient pressure evolution that can be observed gifter 
pressure changes. Two mechanisms were taken into account (in addition to brine permeation): 

1. Additional dissolution (the characteristic time (as defined in Chapter 8.0) was t f " = 
2.5 days) 

2. Transient creep. 

The following parameters of the Munson constitutive law (see Section 9.4) were considered: 

i4 exp|-^^| = 0.9 10-*/day-MPa^' and n = Z.l 

S = 0.58. /C, = 1.910-'/MPa''. = 6. ß„=0, /n = 1.3 
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Figure 35. Comparison of as-Measured arid as-Calculated Cavem Pressure Evolution. 

The steady-state parameters (.1. exp(-Q/9l7r). and . ) were back-calculated against field 
data to matth tiie 22.5 Uters/day expelled when tiie 
chosen according to Munson [1997]. cavern was open. The parameter 5 was 

s h o ' J : ^ ~ 35'^"^'^" ~ «̂ eood, as 

12.4 TRANSIENT EFFECT DURING MIT (AFTER REMIZOV ET AL. [2000]) 

Remizov et al ƒ000] discussed tiie ttansient effects in a salt cavem during a tightiiess tesf 
s h ^ ' i d f T J T ' ' " '''' ^-/'^ - tightest Tone 

for 1-2 days. Remizov result is remarkable in that tianslent effects duration is much shorter 
tiian what was observed during most tests described in the Uterature. Two examp es 
provided (Figure 36), but no detailed information Is given ^ 
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Figure 36. Cavern Pressure Evolution (After Remizov et al. [2000]). 

12.5 ETREZ EZ58 TEST [DURUP, 1994] 

EZ58 is a welibore, not a cavern. This example is included for tiie pronounced permeation 
effect shown. The weU is cased and cemented down to a 970.8-m deptii; the depth of the weU 
bottom is 1,169 m. No cavern was created, and the well diameter is inches (21.6 cm). 
Durhig a 1-year-long test (supported by SMRI to assess salt micropermeability), tiie brine 
pressure was increased incrementally from halmostatic pressure to geostatic pressure. Brine 
was injected into tiie well daily to keep tiie well pressure constant between pressure increases. 
In such a small "cavern" (as a 21.6-cm large weU certainly is), tiie respective roles of tiie various 
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mechanisms discussed in Chapters 5Û to 9.0 are not tiie same as in a "standard" cavem. 
Because tiie weU radius is small, brine warming is a fast phenomenon and tiiermal equUibrium 
is rapidly reached, and brine thermal expansion plays no role except Immediately after a 
pressure change. Transient creep and additional dissolution are effective; however, ttansient 
and steady-state permeations play a dominant role. The characteristic hydraulic time, t^^, is 
inversely proportional to the square of tiie cavem radius: it is a few days in a well witii a 
diameter of 20 cm. The ttansient evolution of the injected brine-versus-time curve, clearly 
observed in Figure 37. is govemed by ttansient brine permeation-a negligible mechanism in a 
"stîmdard" cavem. 
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Figure 37. EZ58 Test (After Dump [1994]). Pressure drop is caused by transient brine 
permeation, an effect tiiat is negligible in a fuU-size cavern but can be observed in 
a small-diameter weU. 

12.6 LOOP CAVERN MECHANICAL INTEGRITY TEST ANALYSIS 

LOOP Inc. operates and maintahis nine underground crude oU storage cavems in tiie 
CloveUy salt dome located in GaUiano. Louisiana. Cavem #11 was pressure-tested between 
August 11 and August 17. 2002. Cavem #11 is a 7.526-mUUon-barrel cavem witii a casing seat 
deptii of 1.616 feet below mean sea level (bmsl) and a cavem floor deptii of 2.692 feet bmsl. 
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On July 11, 2002, the "final" oU ttansfer out of the cavern was made. On August 10, over a 
6-hour period from 16:00 to 22:00, a 100.593-barrel exchange of oU (density 0.8185) for brine 
(density 1.196) was made. On August 11, the cavern pressure was increased from 337 psi to 
603 psi over approximately a 5.5-hour period. 

By the evening of August 16. the cavern pressure had stabilized suffîcientiy (572.5 psi 
compared to the starting pressure of 603 psi) to begin the official 24-hour pressure-monitoring 
test. The 1.3-psi pressure loss over the next 24-hour period (by 18:00 on August 17) compared 
favorably to a maximum allowable pressure loss of 2.0 psi/day. During the stabilization and 
test periods, both the product and brine wellhead pressures were recorded using calibrated 
equipment (Figure 38). 
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Figure 38. LOOP Cavem 11 MIT From 2002 (AP Is tiie Cmde OU Pressure Minus tiie Brine 
Pressure Both Measured at the Wellhead). 

The following tentative interpretation can be made: 

1. About a 30-day stabilization period elapsed between the flbnal brine injection (oil 
withdrawal) and tiie MIT. Enough time was probably allowed to ensure fuU saturation 
of the brine injected into the cavern. The Injected brine was colder than tiie rock-mass 
at cavern depth. In this very large cavern, brine warming is very slow (the cavern is a 
cylinder, height 300 m, radius /?= 35 m; the characteristic time is f^lnW^^ = 4 years). 
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I t is difficult to be more specific because tiie initial brine, oU, and rock temperatures are 
not known. The pressure Increase rate caused by brine warming Is probably slower than 
,1 psi/day (in a cylindrical cavem, tiie brine temperature evolution foUowing a cavern 
brine temperature change by û) can be described by tiie foUowing relation 
i3,/ia, - {0.261 R)[l/Vf). i?in meters, t in days, and p, = a^ / j3 , see Section 6.3.9). 
The day before tiie pressure was increased, an oU Injection was made to push tiie oU 
level down, and on the day of tiie pressure Increase. ou|wàs again injected The 
temperature of tills oil was not measured. If the oU was cooler, it would have been 
warmed witii time and its volume would have increased, resulting in an increase in 
brine pressure and a decrease in oil column density when tiie (iavem was shut in. These 
effects.would lead to an underestimation of an actual leak' during an MIT because 
pressure drop caused by liquid loss wiU be masked by tiie pressure Increase caused by 
oil warming. However, oil-warming In tiie well would have b^en a fast process because 
the weU radius is small (see Section 6.1). . » f 

Before the test begins, tiie pressure difference, or "Delta P", is ̂ 76 psi, or 1.94 MPa 

P^li-Ptub =-{Pb-Po) gti (131) 

S.C. (818.5 kg/m'). and g where p^ is tiie saturated brine S;G. (1.196 kg/m'). p„ is tiie oU , ^ ,„ . , ^ 
is the gravitatioiial acceleration (9.8 mis'); we have p , -p„ = 377.5 \,gjm\ The oil/brUie 
interface is h = {PZ-PZ^)l[g{p,~p„)]= 520 meters (1.700 ft); i.e.. deeper tiiàn tiie 
casing deptii which is 1.616 feet, or 493 meters. The cavem volume is V= 7.526.10° bbls. 
or 1.2510'm'. The compressibility factor is not known; ß = 4101'/MPa or 3-10-'/DSi leads 
to ß y = 500 m'/MPa. I ; . •• . • . •• , • ; . . ' ' 

4. The blue curve (crude. oU pressure versus time) probably reflects, more or less tiie 
actual cavern pressure evolution, because no or small changes óf tiie oU column dénslty 
or height, take place during tiie test (see below). From Day August 11 at 11:30 to 
August 12 at 11:30, tiie pressure evolutions are nonUnear. Transient effects are mostiy 
effective during tills period and include additional dissolution, adiabatic" pressure 
change, and ttansient creep. They are probably stiU active for;several more days. The 
changes in tiie red curve (brine pressure versus time) are probably because of brine 
leaks at the wellhead. 

5., From August .12 at 11:30 to Day August 15 at 07:30, the pressure slope is almost 
constant and no pressure difference evolution is observed. The pressure drop rate 
during tills period is slightiy faster tiian P,̂ ^ = /̂ „̂ ^ = 4 psilde^y. Remember tiiat tills 
figure is tiie "apparent leak." Thermal expansion effects should be added (however tiiey 
are likely to be smaller tiian 1 psi/day). Taking into account th i cavem compressibUIty 
value (500 m /MPa, or 21 bbls/psi), as shown below, tiie apparent leak is large-

Qapp =^V-P^^„=A psi/day x 21 bbls/psi = 84 bbls/day (nlmVday) 
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6. The apparent leak value may include (1) an oil leak. (2) a brine leak tiirough tiie casing 
or through tiie wellhead, (3) a brine leak through tiie cavem wall, and (4) the effects of 
additional dissolution and ttansient creep. Items (1) and (2) are not likely to play a role 
during this phase, because no pressure-difference change is observed during this phase. 

7. To describe the conditions associated with an oil leak, the following quantities are 
defined: 

• Let Q,̂ ^̂  be the actual oil leak (mVday or bbls/day). 

• Let Q be the brine or cavern volume change caused by such phenomena such as 
transient creep, additional dissolution, etc. 

• Let ß 1/ be the cavern compresslbUity (m'/MPa or bbls/psi). 

The pressure drop rate at the brine stting weUhead is 

dt ßl/ ^^^^f 

The crude oil pressure in the annular space [P^l^) decreases by an even larger amount 
tiian the pressure drop in the brine stting. Let E be the cavern neck cross-sectional area 
at the oU/brine interface deptii (m'). The interface rise rate is qJZ. Because the 
interface rise, tiie annulus column weight Is heavier by (P/,-po)^Ç;„,/Z, resulting in 
an additional pressure drop rate: 

dPl_ {Pb-Pa)gQua. 

dt ßl / ï (134) 

The pressure difference, or P^^ - d e c r e a s e s by 

dPl_dPZ'i_ {Pb-Pc)gQ„a, 
dt dt -L 

The as-observed pressure dffference rate forms tiie basis for tiie assessment of tiie oU 
leak rate (Q,^^) when the cross-sectional area (Z) is known. 

The oU leak in the LOOP 11 cavern is Ukely to be zero or smaU, provided that the cross-
sectional area at oil/brine interface deptii, or Z, is small. Let Z be 1 m'; tiie pressure 
difference rate is 

^pwh ^pwh 
- J T - - ^ (kPa/day) = 3.7 x Q,^, (mVday) (i36) 
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A 1-mVday oil leak would induce a 0.5-psI/day (3.7 kPa/day) pressure-difference drop 
rate. The actual drop rate during Days August 13 and 14 Is clearly much smaller tiian 
0.5 psi/day. It is interesting to note tiiat tiie additional brine-pressure drop rate because 
of the oil leak alone would be 

tub 

dt = - f 7 (137) 

A 1-mVday leak rate would result In a 3-kPa/day (0.44 psi/day) (additional) brine-
pressure drop rate and a 5.7-kPa/day (additional) oil-pressure drop rate. 

8. Consider the case of only a brine leak through the weUhead represented by Q;" . and no 
. leak tiiough tiie casing or casing shoe ( Q,̂ ^ = 0 ). Then,, tiie oU pressure drop rate is 

dpz fe^+gr) ^ ^ 
dt ßl / (138) 

The brine pressure at tiie weUhead, P^^, decreases by a larger amount tiian tiie annulus 
(oil) pressure drop. Let 5, be the cross-sectional area (m') of tiie tubing stting. We 
assume that brine in the tubing Is unsaturated (cavern brine is saturated.) Let p„ be the 
unsaturated brine. S.C (p„ < pJ. There exists in tiie tubing stiing an Interface between 
saturated and unsaturated brine. The interface rise rate is Q^^fS^. If the interface 
rises, tiie stting column weight wIU become heavier by [pb-Pu)gQt''IS,: p̂  Is the 
saturated brine, S.C. (1,200 kg/m'). p„ Is unknown unsaturated brine density; ^ i s tile 
gravity acceleration (9.8 m/s"); S,is tiie approximately 0.25 m'. or 4.5 bbls/ft for a stting 
diameter of 22 inches. The brine-pressure drop rate is 

dpzi_ [Qua.̂ Q:") (p,-pjgQr 

dt ßl/ 5̂  (139) 

The pressure difference, or PĴ ^ - Z ;̂;̂ . increases by 

d P l dPZ^ _ { p ^ - p ^ g Q ^ 
dt " d F 5̂  (140) 

Note that the pressure difference decreases in the case of an oil leak from the 
annulus and increases in the case of an unsaturated brine leak from the tubing. 

9. During August 16 and 17. tiie pressure difference increases by approximately 
3.5 psi/day. or 25 kPa/day. Hence. 

i P b - P M ' = S,[dP^ldt-dPZ'Jdt)/g = 600 kg/day (Hi) 
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For example. If p̂  -p„ = 100 kg/m', tiie brine leak is 6 m'/day; if p, -p„ = 10 kg/m', the 
brine leak is 60 m'/day. 

We tiied to assess the unsaturated and unknown brine (or stting brine, p J density. 
Unfortunately, our results were Inconsistent. 

On August 12 at 7:30. the brine pressure decreased and PZ''„-P,ub increased. This 
event Is probably related to a brine leak that stops after a few hours. (The leak may 
have been through a pinhole tiiat plugged itseff after some time by salt crystaUization.) 
The brine-pressure drop rate from August 12. 3:30 to 7:30, is slightiy faster than 
dP,ut/dt= -1 psi per hour (or 7 kPa per hour). 

Surprisingly, tiie oil-pressure drop rate seems to decelerate during this phase, although 
it should not. I t is difficult to be sure tiiat this deceleration Is linked to the leak onset, 
because the slope of the oil pressure-versus-time curve is somewhat erratic during this 
phase. 

The oil pressure evolution for August 12 Is hypotiietlcally explained as foUows. The 
geothermal gradient In tiie weU is, say, 3°C/100 meters. Assume tiiat the leakage period 
is 6 hours and the leak rate is 22 bbls/hour. The interface rise rate Is 5 meters/hour. 
The brine column rises by 6 hours x 5 meters/hour = 30 meters, and the temperature in 
the weU (from top to bottom) increases by TC because of the warmer oU temperature. 
This temperature difference declines witii time and equUibrium Is reestablished after, 
several hours; as tiiis occurs, the brine in tiie well cools and becomes heavier, resulting 
in a pressure drop. The oil temperature warms by, say. 0.5*'C and cools down later to 
reach thermal equUibrium. The oU thermal-expansion coefficient is. a„ = 10"'/''C. When 
the oU column warms by 1°C, Its density decreases by 830 kg/m' x 10"'/"C x 0.5''C = 
0.4 kg/m'. The column height is 500 m. The oil pressure increases by 0.4 kg/m' x 
9.8 m/s' X 500 m = 2 kPa, or 0.3 psi. However, tills pressure buUd-up is too small when 
compared to the as-observed slope change in the oil pressure-versus-time curve. 

12.7 LEAK DETECTION (PDO) AT THE WELLHEAD 
The absence of a wellhead leak can be determined as follows. A small amount of 

hydrocarbon (1 bbl) is Injected Into the centtal tubing. Any hydrocarbon leak tiirough tiie 
welUiead wUl result in a rise of tiie hydrocarbon-brine interface in tiie centtal tubing and an 
increase in the pressure difference. The rate of the pressure difference increase is 

-J l - ^ - { P b - P h ) g ^ (142) 

where Ç,„,is tiie hydrocarbon leak rate (tiirough the tubing welUiead) and 5, is tiie centtal 
tubing cross section. Note that tiie pressure difference increases, as was observed during tiie 
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LOOP Cavem #11 test (described in the previous section), when a brine leak appeared at the 
weUhead. An example of this is provided in Figure 39. 

RSI-1476-05-043 

1.72 

Central tubing 
/ 

s 1-69 
I 1.68 
.Ç 1.67 
^ 1.66 k 

1.65 

Annular space 

4.79 

4.78 2 

290 295 300 305 310 315 
Days since March 27.1997 

Figure 39. Aimular Space and Tubing Pressure During a WeU Leak. The two curves are 
paraUel before Day 293 (no leak) and after Day 315 peak repaired). During Days 
293-315. tiie difference PZ^-P;:^ increases. Note that in tiie figure the P^-
versus-time curve is below the P̂ ^ -versus-time curve after Day 315. 

A test was performed on tiie EZ53 cavem described in Section 12.2 and pressure history 
shown in Figure 39. Between Days 290 to 293. the pressure difference fAP= P"*-P"'") is 
r a 1 AT » tub I 

tairly constant, an fact, there was a small negative pressure difference rate of approximately 
60 Pa/day; it is suspected tiiat tiiere was a tiny hydrocarbon leak from the annular space to the 
centtal tubing.) On Day 293, a rapid and severe increase ofthe pressure difference took place-
clear evidence of a hydrocarbon leak through the central-tubing weUhead. The cumulative 
change in pressure difference from Day 293 to Day 314 is bP = 21 kPa. which proves tiiat tiie 
hydrocarbon leak during tiüs phase is = 5,5P/^(p,-p,) = 124 liters. The average leak 
rate is = 6 liters per day. (Fluid density in this specific case is p̂ , = 850 kg/m'; tiie tubhig 
cross section is S, = 21.1 1/m.) On Day 315. tiie leak was repaired. (Note tiiat tiie leak was 
detected through pressure data observation before being observed in the field.) 
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12.8 PDO TEST IN EZ53 CAVERN 

A Pressure Difference Observation (PDO) test was performed on the EZ53 cavern, a brine-
filled cavern at tiie Ettez site operated by Gaz de France. The main objective of tills test 
(supported by tiie SMRI [Bérest et al.. 2001b]) was not to test any MIT method, but It does 
aUow us to assess the PDO method. 

The EZ53 cavern deptii is 950 meters and tiie cavem volume is 7,500 ± 500 m'. The weU 
completion includes a 9 5/8-inch cemented casing and a 7-inch stiing. The casing shoe deptii is 
846 meters. Cavern compressibility was measured as ß 1/ = 3 m'/MPa (0.13 bbls/psi). 

The weU was tested in 1997-1998. 16 years after tiie cavem was leached. In a smaU and 
idle cavern, after such a long period of time, brine thermal expansion can be disregarded (the 
tiiermal characteristic time, as defined In Section 6.3.3. is 6 montiis-much shorter tiian 
16 years). On March 20, 1997. a liquid hydrocarbon column (density = = 850 kg/m') was 
injected into tiie annular space, creating an Interface deptii of 864 meters (below the casing 
shoe), where tiie horizontal cross section of tiie annular space is I = 5.7 1/m. (The cavern neck is 
an almost perfect cylinder.) On March 27 (Day 1). tiie cavem pressure was increased by 3 MPa. 
During tiie following 4 months, smaU amount of fluids were injected into and withdrawn from 
the cavern, but no large pressure changes were experienced. In tills context, the effects of 
transient creep and additional dissolution can be disregarded. 

Figure 40 displays the change of the weUhead pressures as recorded during Days 112-142. 
Pressures were measured with Rosemount pressure gauges (Model 3051 CG) witii a resolution 
of ± 0.5 kPa and a maximum drift of ± 0.3 kPa per year. The rate of average pressure decrease 
Is PZn = -869.70 Pa/day in the annular space and PJ* = -869.85 Pa/day in the cential tubing. 
The two curves are almost perfectly paraUel. The foUowing interpretations were made: 

• The apparent weU leak is ^V P^^ = 2.6 liters/day (8 m'/year or 50 bbls/year). This 
apparent leak cannot be attributed to ttansient creep or additional dissolution. In fact, 
the cavern was leached in a bedded salt formation, where the insoluble content is 
approximately 10 percent. It is suspected tiiat this smaU leak originates from brine 
micropermeation into the salt and/or insoluble layers at the cavem waU. 

. The hydrocarbon leak, or I ( P ^ - / Î „ t ) / ( P . - p j ^ . is exceedingly smaU Oess tiian 
1 liter per year). 

Note that very small fluctuations (period = approximately 12h; ampUtude = 0.5 kPa or 
0.07 psi) can be observed on tiie two pressure-versus-time curves. These fluctuations can be 
atttibuted to ground-level temperature changes and earth tides. 
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Figure 40. Annular Space and Cential-Tubing Pressure Drops. The two curves are almost 
perfectiy parallel, a clear sign that there is no well leakage. 

Clearly, tiiis test was exceptional: tiiermal expansion did not occur, and a very long 
stabilization period (4 montiis) öccurred before tiie test-two conditions that can not be met 
during most real-life MITs. However, it was proven in tiiis case tiiat (a) the total leak was very 
small (50 bbls/year). and (b) the hydrocarbon leak tiirough tiie casing or casing shoe was eitiier 
zero or exceedingly small. 

12.9 KANSAS MECHANICAL INTEGRITY TESTS 

As described in tiie next section. Kansas salt caverns present a particular set of testing 
concems for MITs compared to tiie factors influencing MITs in most otiier locations. Thlel and 
Russel [2004] have performed dozens of MIT tests in bedded salt cavems in Texas and Kansas. 
They kindly provided recent data obtained from two POTs (Pressure Observation Tests) in so-
called Cavem #6 and Cavern #25 located in tiie shaUow Hutchinson salt formation in Kansas. 
The analysis of tiie POT data wiU be presented foUowed by a discussion of how tiie same test 
data can be (or why it can not be) reinterpreted as an example of Pressure Difference 
Observation test. 

The current test objective for Kansas MITs is to prove cavem integrity to within 1.000 bbls 
per year. A 1,000-bbls/year minhnum resolution for a cavem test has become a de facto 
standard; however, tiie Kansas Departinent of Healtii and Environment (KDHE) in Kansas is 
still working to establish Its regulatory standard for minimum acceptable test resolution. 
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e 12.9.1 Introduction 

The two MITs selected as case histories are described in detail by Thiel and Russel [2004] 
A brief synopsis is repeated here to aid in understanding tiie later discussion. 

; The two cavem MITs were conducted In WeUs #6 and #25, LPG-storage caverns in Kansas 
, The architectures for WeU #6 and Well #25 are presented in Figures 41 and 42, respectively' 
j These cavems are relatively shallow: the floor of WeU #6 is at 636 feet and the roof Is at 
i 587 feet. For Well #25. tiie floor is at 594 feet and tiie roof is at 450; feet. The volumes of tiie 
, caverns are 242.000 and 127.000 bbls, respectively i 
! • . • I . 

; The cavern compressibility was measured at tiie outset.of the testing and tiie measurement 
data are shown in Figures 43 and 44 for WeU #6 and WeU #25, resp W l y . As shown in the 

^ figures, which are reproduced from Thiel and Russel [2004], tiie total injection volume and rate 

^ I n r . V T " w 7 1 ' ' ^ " ^ 3« '̂  0-43 bbymln for 
WeU #25 For Well #6, the relationship between pressure rise ' ^P• and volume of injected 

! R T " , PO T ' " T ^ ' ^ ' ' ' ^ ' ' " ^ Well #6), as computed by Thiel and Russel. Is 
: . ß l / = 1.29 bbls/psi (29.75 m'/MPa) for a cavem volume 1/= 242,000 bbls (38 478 m') The 
' ^«"^PressiblUty factor is ß = 1.29/242,000 = 5.33 x 10>si |or 7.7 x IQ-^MPa ' For 

WeU #25, tiie cavem compresslbUity was measured as 0.47 bbls/psi (10.84 m'/MPa) or in terms 
I 0 cavem compressibility factor 3.7 x 10>si, or 5.4 x lO'̂ /MPa. öuring tiie injection tiie 
' ^^ff^^f^^^^P'-^^«"'-« between tiie brine side and tiie LPG side was relatively constant (hardly 

varied for Well #6 and varied less than 0.5 psi for WeU #25), indicating the Injected brine had a 
I consistent specific gravity I 

I • • • . : • - • ! • • • • 
Figures 45 and 46 show tiie 3-day (72-hour) pressure histories (Pressure Observation data) 

I following tiie test pressm-e increase, and Figures 47 and 48 reproduce the final 48 hours of tiie 
I test periods. The slope of the pressure curves for botii tiie brine an'd tiie LPG are used to 

^ p w o n ' ; ^ . ? ' ' ^ ^ ' " ' ' ' ' ^ ' " ' " - ^'^'^^^^^e, tiie pressure loss rates determined by Thiel and 
3 Russel [2004]̂  are -0.023 psi/hr on tiie LPG side and -0.015 psi/hr on 'tiie brine side based ! 

i TPQ h l T V, ^" '' '^"^^ ^''^ ^ - - ^ " ^ compresslbUity of 
! 7nhM K T ' T '""^ ' ' ' ' ' """"'''^'^ ''^^^^ - i P ™ ^ - ' pressure and 
1 IJ'^^^^'^' y ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ° " brine pressure. For Well #25, tiie pressure loss rates were determined 
[ by Thiel and Russel [2004] as tiie difference between tiie pressure at ti^e zero and at 72 h u ŝ 

; nnTh'r p r ? " ' ^""^ P " " " " "^^^ f - l - ^-'^ °f -0-045 psi/hr on tiie LPG side and a pressure drop of 2.27 psi for a rate of -0.035 psi/hl- on the brine side For 
a cavern compressibiUty of 0.47 bbVpsi. tiie computed leak rates are 185 bbls/year based on 

, product pressure and 130 bbls/year based on brine pressure. I 

I ' ' ' ' 
The test objective Is to prove cavem Integrity to wltiiin 1.000 bbls Jer year; for both wells 

and for both tiie brine pressure data and tiie product pressure data, the test objective is met 
i Moreover, the computed leak rates agree witiiln less than 100 bbls per ̂ ear whether using the 
i product or brme pressure data. | 
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Figure 41. Kansas WeU #6 Architecture. 
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Figure 42. Kansas Well #25 Architecture. 
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Figure 43. Kansas Well #6 Compressibility ß V Measurement. 
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Figure 44. Kansas WeU #25 CompressibiUty ß V Measurement. 
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Figure 45. Kansas WeU #6-Pressure Observation Data During a POT. 
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Figure 46. Kansas WeU #25-Pressure Observation Data During a POT. 
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Figure 48. Kansas WeU #25-Pressure Observation Data During the Last 48 Hours of a POT 
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12.9.2 Discussion ofthe Tests 

The two Kansas cavern case histories studies warrant discussion about several ofthe testing 
considerations: ^""s 

1. Brine warming 

As discussed in Section 6.3. brine warming Is usually the single most Important effect 
able to impair POT interpretation. Brine warming leads to an underestimation of the 
actual leak during a POT. However, for Kansas caverns, this effect is lUcely to be small 
T^^ically. Kansas caverns vary in depth from 500 ft (150 m) to 1.000 ft (300 m)- the 
difference between rock temperature at cavern depth and average ground temperature is 

. smaU (a few C), and even sometimes nil or negative (when brine ponds have been 
warmed in summer, injected brine may actually be somewhat warmer than the rock 
temperature at cavern depth). The depth of these two specific cavems is between 450 
and 640 feet and the MITs were in September and October when the injected brine 
temperatures is most likely to be simUar to the cavern temperature. For these reasons 
brine warming can be discounted. 

2. Cavern compressibility 

The as-measured cavern compressibilities for Caverns #6 and #25 are somewhat larger 
tiian would be expected based on sonar-measured cavern volumes. This, discrepancy is 
beheved to be common in bedded salt cavems. A compressibUIty greater than would be 
expected based strictly on the sonar volume of the cavem can be caused by (1) the flat 
shape of these caverns: (2) the large amoum of insolubles/sediment at the cavem bottom 
making the actual cavem volume signlflcantiy larger than the sonar cavem volume, and 
(3) the possible existence of "bells" or shale overhangs in which LPG was trapped during 
product removal-LPG compressibUIty is much larger than brine compressibility 
Because the testers specUicaUy measured the cavem compressibUitles. no assumptions 
nave to be made. 

3. Ground temperature variations 

In the pressure histories, a strong correlation exists between pressure fluctuations (as a 
function of time) and outside air temperature. Such temperature-induced pressure 
variations are expected (see Section 6.2). and the correlations are more obvious when the 
pressure decay rate is slower. The AP-fluctuations are lUcely larger for a low heat-

t T n ? T ^ ' ^ r " "'"""''"^ " ^"^^ ^P^^^ ^" the inner tubmg. The daUy temperature cycle was consistent enough over the test period that 
simple subtraction of the pressures over a 48-hour or 72-hour interval could be used to 
resolve the temperature effects. 
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L Salt Creep 

An opinion expressed by Thiel and Russel [2004] is that the Kansas salt cavems do not 
exhibit measurable creep closure. One reason for this might be that the salt temperature 
Is relatively low. Based on the average annual ground-surface temperature and a typical 
geothermal gradient for Kansas, the likely In situ salt temperature Is In the vicinity of 
eO'F to 65^. Indeed, cavern temperature logs in Kansas show that 63T cavern 
temperatures are common, even for wells shut In for 2 years or more. A 63''F salt 
temperature Is similar to temperatures experienced In the three underground Kansas 
salt mines. In the salt mines, salt creep certainly occurs as the piUars shorten with time, 
but the stresses imposed on the salt pUlars are significantly greater than in the salt 
around the liquid-filled salt caverns. This aspect could be easUy verified by a several 
week- or month-long coUection of expelled brihe from an open-welUiead of an inactive 
cavern. Cavern creep for these Kansas caverns compared to domal salt caverns can be 
compared using Equation (107). For the Kansas caverns, the depth and temperature are 
nominally 700 feet and 63T (290 K). For domal salt caverns, the depth and temperature 
are nominally 2.500 feet and 145°F (336 K). The dUference between the creep cavern 
closure is given by: 

^Kansas 

^domaJ 

(depth^X 
R 

1 1 
T T 

\ Kansas •* domal J 
.depth^^,,) ^^^[ 

For /? = 4 and Q/R = 6.500 K (see Table 2): 

The Kansas cavems will have considerably less creep than a domal salt cavern.  

12.9.3 Interface Tests 

The caverns in Kansas, because they are in a thin-bedded salt, simply do not have a neck 
suitable for an interface lype-test-whether the interface measurement is made by wire-line 
logging or calculations using AP. the problem is the same. I f one has a diameter at the 
productA)rine (or nitrogenAirine) interface of 40 feet (for example), then a 0.25-foot (75 mm) 
interface movement over a 48-hour period equates to a minimum detectable leak rate of only 
10.000 bbls per year. Greater test resolution is not possible for reasonable interface 
measurements. 

By the same reasoning. Pressure Difference Observation tests are also unsuitable. In the 
Pressure Difference Observation test, the analysis of "AP" (AP = p;;;;-P^*), or the difference 
between the annular space (or LPG) welUiead pressure and the central tube (or brine) weUhead 
pressure is the focus of the tests. For the Kansas tests. AP decreases by about 0.3 psi when the 
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bnne/hydrocarbon Interface rises by 1 ft. Compared to the direct interface measurement 
discussed m the preceding paragraph, it would be even more difficult to obtain 0 25-foot 
resolution using AP data even with a long test period, which is urireallstic. Hence the AP 
method is suitable only when the cavem chimney is narrow and colislstent. which is rare for 
bedded salt cavems compared to domal salt caverns. 1 

Nonetheless, the Cavem #25 AP-evolutlon-data can be interpreted as an example. At the 

n r b W f t ' r , ? ? - ' " ^ " ' " ^ ^ - - " - ^ 1 accordln^to sonar survey, was 
M K • cross-sectional area by the Interface rise rate (for convenience say 

i m n ^ K , ^ ^ 1 T ' ° ' P'^'^^^ ^ " ^ ' ^ ' " ^ ' ^ 5-9 bbls/day (about 
2.000 bbls/yr) leak rate. Such a large leak rate is totally inconsistent with the measured 
wellhead pressure decay rates; the welUiead pressures would drop quickly with such'a large 
leak rate. . • • | ; ° 

12.9.4 Interface Location 

The Interface depth can be reasonably estimated from the differential pressure For Well #6 

0 22 . 7 ^ 7 T P T " ! ^ ' ' " ^^ P"""^^ gradients arl 0.52 psi/ft for brine and 
0.22 psi^ft for LPG-a difference of 0.3 psi/ft. then the brine/LPG interface should be located at a 
depth of approximately 178/0.3 = 593 ft; I.e.. or about 8 feet below tiie casing shoe, which is 
located at 585 ft. Bear in mind that a degree of uncertainty existé because of the inverse 
sensitivity of the calculated depth to the precision of the dUference in pressure gradients 
between the brine and product. However, nidimentary estimates ô  the pressure Jadients 
should aUow estimates of the interface depth for standard LPGs (at these depths) withki 5 feet. 

Similarly, the tester should be able to predict or forecast the briné pressure that should be 
observed upon reaching a specific product weUhead pressure. Thiil and Russel (personal 
communication) feel such pretest brine-pressure predictions are within 1 or 2 psi for the 
Kansas cavems. j 

12.9.5 Casino Leaks j 

KDHE currentiy requires tiiat the casing be tested (to a resolutioL of 100 bbls per year) 
separately from tiie cavem by using a packer in tiie tubing to conduct J hydraulic pressure tes 
or nitrogen interface test. So far. KDHE has not accepted using wellhead product̂  and brine 
pressure data (pressure difference monitoring) to prove casing ii^tegrity. The pressure • 
dffference testing metiiod might, however, be a way to very accurately ineasure a product leak 
through tiie casing and tiirough tiie casing shoe or to determine an 'intemal leak from^tiie 
annulus to tiie tubing. The test wUl be described in a hypotiietical sense ̂ o iUustrate tiie point. 

Consider a test where tiie LPG^rine interface is located just above tiie casing shoe, say a • 
few feet above., and tiie wellhead pressures are, observed for a feJ hours. The pressure 
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difference evolution can distinguish between a leak from tiie casing shoe. Q , and a leak 
tiirough tiie casing. Q .̂ In tiieoiy. any difference in pressure decays observed In tiie tu n^ 
and in tiie annular space can be explained by a tiny leak from tiie casing to tiie tubing. If h l ! 
the depth to the LPG/brine interface in tiie tubing, tiien 

Ah. tub _ 

At {^VApg+i: + S) ßl/+ AP: Z API —1 
I T " , , " f f "' ' '^ " ' ^ 1 ' " P--<"l"ce pressure decay 

during the test. J is the annular cruss section at interface depth, S is the tubing c^Z 

^ ^ T c T : ^ J ' ' ^ " ' ' ^ ' ~ ' b i i i t y . is the density diiTerence between Z e 
and LPG. and^is tiiegravitationalacceleration. 

veif r T . H ^ T p r T ' ' ' "^'^ P̂ ^̂ "̂̂ ^ ̂ ^f-^"- ^ « weUhead gives the velocity of tiie LPG/brine Interface in tiie central tubing: 

At 
1 ^ lut 4PJ 

At At 

A.sun,e A^^A^ - -Q.17 psl,day and = -0.45 psi/day, Ap= 693 i<g/„,- and 98 

explain the difference at weUhead. uuoDies can 

Furthermore, tiiis internal leak. Q,„„ can be calculated 

At Apg 
•* tub API 
At At 

Assuming an S = 12.4 liters/meter tubing intemal cross section. Q̂ , = 8.5 bbls/year As tiie 

LPG. so maybe tiie propane is in a gaseous state at tiie top of tiie tubing, and tiius tiie mass of 
propane which has leaked is veiy small. It could be a good idea to perfomied h^ teTt at a 
SUghtiy higher pressure in tiie tubing, say 150 psi; thus, in case of a intemal leak, tiie LPG wiU 
stay m a liquid state in tiie tubing and it wiU be more easy to quantify tills InternalTeak 

As tiie displacemem of tiie LPG/brine interface in tiie cavem roof is negligible tiie smn of 

deduced-and witiiout approximation-from tiie amiular pressure decay at tiie weUhead 

Qcas + Q c s = - ß V ^ f ^ -
At 

= -80 bbls/year 
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As cavem compressibility is precisely measured, the product leak can be precisely 

calculated. ^ 

A second interpretation is tiiat tiie brine pressure at the welUiead during the test was 
relatively low and close to LPG vaporization pressure. Even a tiny Intemal leak (ie LPG 
leaking from tiie annular space to the central space) could cause an inconsistent AP evolution 
provided tiiat tiie leaking LPG vaporizes when reaching tiie top of tiie brine-filled centrai 
tub ng. Future consideration should be given to ensuring tiiat tiie brine pressure at tiie 
wellhead in a POT Is maintained higher than LPG vaporization pressure to avoid such an 
uncertainty. 
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13.0 CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter, the main conclusions from Chapters 5.0 through 9.0 are summarized. In 
these earlier chapters, several mechanisms contributing to the "apparent leak" were discussed. 
Their significance for the interpretation of an MIT Is summarized in this chapter. 

Two generic types of MIT are considered: 

• In tiie Liquid-Liquid Interface tests (POT and PDO), tiie cavem contains no gas; tiie 
main Interest Is in the liquid pressure evolution, which is measured at the weUhead. 

• • In the Gas-Liquid Interface tests (NIT), it Is assumed that the gas-liquid interface 
(usuaUy nitrogen-brine interface) is located where the horizontal cross-sectional area is 
small (a few square meters or less). In such a case, tiie main interest is in tiie rate of 
interface movement, which is equal to tiie apparent gas volume loss divided by the cross-
sectional area at interface depth. 

13.1 PREEXISTING TEST PHENOMENA 

Cavem characteristics that may exist before LLI and NIT tests are conducted include: 

1. Steady-state brine permeation is exceedingly smaU. 

2. The effects of dally ground temperature variations are difficult to predict. These 
temperature variations generate daily weUhead pressure changes ranging from ±500 Pa 
(one tenth of a psi) to ±10 kPa (1 psi). Time lags often are observed. However, these 
variations can be partiy neutiralized by analyzing 24-hour Increments (i.e., comparing 
pressures at the same time of day). 

3. The effects of weU temperature variation (temperature change between the ground 
surface and tiie casing shoe) are negligible, provided tiiat the weU has been kept idle for 
almost a couple of days before the test is performed. 

4. Steady-state creep is often very small, except when the cavem Is very deep (say. deeper 
tiian 1,500 m or 5,000 ft). In fact, steady-state and transient creep must be assessed 
together (see below). 

5. Effects induced by cavity brine warming are significant in most cases (an exception is tiie 
case of very shaUow caverns). They depend on cavern size, initial temperature dUference 
(for instance, as it is at the end of tiie leaching phase), and time elapsed since leaching 
was completed. When an LLI Is considered, the largest pressure increase rates caused 
by thermal expansion are achieved when (1) tiie cavern is smaU; (2) the initial 
temperature dffference between brine and ambient rock temperature is large; and/or 
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(3) tiie elapsed time, f. since leaching (or since last product removal) is shori;. When V= 
8.000 m\ 9;-e,(0) = 18.5°C (initial temperature gap), t = 1-3 montiis, a typical rate of 
pressure increase in an LLI, generated by tiiermal expansion, is 0.06 MPa/day (8 
psi/day). In tills example, tiie actual leak (directiy deduced from wellhead pressure 
evolution) would be underestimated by 240 liters/day (1.5 bbls/day). 

When an NIT test is considered, brine warming results in interface rise; tiie actual leak 
is overestimated. Even If tiie test is conducted a couple of years after leaching is 
completed, tiie actual leak (directiy deduced from gas-liquid interface rate) wiU be over
estimated. 

13.2 PHENOMENA TRIGGERED BY THE TESTS 

The phenomena triggered by MITs are as foUows: 

1. Adiabatic compression: The consequences of tiie small adiabatic brine temperature 
increase generated by a rapid pressure increase are smaU except during a short period 
after the increase (1-2 days). 

2. Transient creep: Transient creep tiiat results in an increase in cavern volume and a 
decrease in brine pressure is a relatively slow phenomenon. The effect of transient creep 
is more difficult to assess precisely tiian tiie effect of most otiier phenomena, because 
transient creep is a nonlinear function of tiie initial rock mass temperature and cavern 
pressure, and of the intensity ofthe MIT pressure increase. 

3. Transient micropermeation: The effect of transient permeation tiu-ough tiie rock 
mass is larger when tiie cavern is smaU and tiie permeabUity is large. However, even 
when a somewhat extreme case Is considered (V = 8.000 m'. / f ^ j ^ = 10"" m'. <sf = 10"') 
tiie pressure drop in a POT is 0.4 percent of the initial pressure increase 1 day after 
pressurization is completed and 0.8 percent of tiie initial pressure increase 4 days after 
pressurization is completed. 

4. Additional dissolution: Additional salt dissolution results in a delayed pressure drop 
The overall pressure drop is 4.3 percent of tiie initial pressure increase. For example 
when tiie mitial pressure increase is 5 MPa (700 psi). tiie pressure drop in an LLI 
resulting from additional dissolution Is 0.215 MPa (31 psi). This pressure drop seems to 
be a relatively slow phenomenon lasting approximately 10 days in an 8.000-m' cavern 
However, the pressure drop rate is much faster during the first and second days 
immediately foUowing the pressurization. This process is probably longer In larger 
caverns. 

When an LLI is considered, aU tiiese phenomena lead to an overestimation ofthe actual 
leak. 
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13.3 BRINE WARMING CONCLUSIONS 

Brine warming (a preexisting test condition), transient creep, and additional transient 
dissolution (triggered by the test) are the most important mechanisms Influencing MIT results. 

13.3.1 Conclusions for an LLI 

During an LLI, brine warming leads to an underestimation of the leak. In the case of some 
shaUow caverns, the reverse (brine cooUng) can lead to overestimation of the leak. The effect of 
brine warming can, in some caverns, be assessed by performing a shut-in pressure test before 
the MIT. 

Additional dissolution and transient creep (and to a smaUer extent, adiabatic pressure 
increases) lead to an overestimation of the actual leak. These mechanisms can readily be 
eliminated by providing a long enough "stabilization period" after the cavern has been 
pressurized to its final pressure. A 5-day stabilization period Is recommended, but a 10-day 
stabilization period would be better. Such a long period Is costiy, but the benefit is that the 
observed leak wUl be closer to the actual leak and, incidentally, significantly smaUer than the 
leak observed when there is no stabilization period. Many testing companies manage such a 
stabilization period during an MIT. 

13.3.2 Conclusions for an NiT 

During an NIT, brine warming leads to an overestimation of the leak; additional dissolution 
and transient creep (and to a smaller extent, adiabatic pressure increases) lead to an 
underestimation of the leak. 

13.4 USEFUL RELATIONS 

13.4.1 Estimations of Cavern Volume Change Rates 

The formulae presented apply to a spherical cavern,* radius R. In some cases, the formulae 
for a cylindrical cavern, radius R. also are given. Quantities such as Q/Vare positive. 

• Steady-state permeation 

l^b^' 
2 P> (143) 

Tiiere Is no closed-form solution in the case of a cylinder. 
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^ perm 

\^b 

R 

V 

steady-state permeation flow (mVs) 

rock salt intrinsic permeabUity (lO'^' to 10"" m') 

brine viscosity (1.2-10"' MPa s) 

cavern radius (m) 

cavern volume (m )̂ 

initial pressure build-up (MPa) 

• Steady-state creep 

- Sphere 

- Cylinder 

g^p^3 
V 2 2n [P.-Po-l^^ A•exp - (144) 

''Creep 

V 
V3 
n {P--P0-P]) A•exp - Q ] (145) 

^cmp = Steady-State creep flow (mVs) 

P, = geostatic pressure (MPa) 

P. = halmostatic pressure (MPa) for an open cavern or 
the cavern pressure for a closed cavern 

= initial pressure build-up (MPa) 

A, Ç/91, n = creep parameters (see Table 2) 

= absolute temperature at cavem depth (K) 

Brine warming 

Must be computed (or measured) on a case-by-case basis. However, when the cavern is 
roughly spherical or cylindrical and has been freshly washed out or emptied of product 
(more precisely, if f < i^" ^F^lnk%^. where t is the time after wash out was completed), 
the foUowing approximations can be used: 

- Sphere 

^=Â[e-_e^(0) ]JÇL-1-68-10- r„ - „,.,-1 1 
R{m) 

-[ê -e,(0)] 
V t (days) (146) 
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Cylinder 

^ ^ j X g i ^ r 9 ; - 9 , ( 0 ) l J : ^ = - i ^ r e - - 6 , ( 0 ) 1 . / ^ (147) 
V P L Ä ' -JV Tif P(m)'- ^ ' ^7 r (days) 

However, when f i s not much smaller than , these approximations overestimate the 
effect of brine WEirming. 

= brine flow (mVs) 

= brine thermal expémsion coefficient (oTj, =4.410'^/'C) 

ö~-ö,(0) = initial temperature gap CC) 

X = thermal capacities ratio (;jf = 4/9 when brine and salt are considered) 

A^, = salt thermal diffusivity (A^, =310-* mVs) 

• Brine cooling foUowing adiabatic pressure increase 

- Sphere 

Qad _ 3xa, 

- Cylinder 

V R 

Qad _ 2xa. 
V R 

PbQ 

^bT, 

, , ^ 4.8 10-̂  p\ (MPa) 
Ttf P(m) V f (days) 

, _ 3.6 10^ p} (MPa) 
^'V Ttf P(m) 7 f (days) 

= brine flow (mVs) 

T, = brine (absolute) temperature (K) 

= brine density (1.200 kg/m') 

= brine heat capacity (C^''= 3.800 J/kg-°C) 

= initial pressure increase (MPa) 

• Transient creep 

No simple approximation is avîiUable. Computations have to be performed on a case-by-
c£ise basis. 
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• Transient permeation 

If f Is the time after the pressure increase, when t< t^^ = \L^^^ 'R^ /TIK^ , . the foUowing 
approximation can be used: 

- Sphere 

V 
• = Q^(^ + W^t) (150) 

- Cylinder 

^perm _ '^sal 

V " f i . P ' 
££EL-il£k.jl + 2^/ip7t) (151) 

= transient micro-permeation flow (mVs) 

= steady-state micropermeation flow (m Is), see Equation 
(143) for spherical cavern 

(]> = rock salt porosity ( (j) = 0.002 to 0.01 ) 

ß' = seilt matrix compressibility factor i ß ' - ß - A lO'^ /MPa) 

^s^t ~ intrinsic permeability (10"̂ ^ to 10 '° m'') 

= brine dynamic viscosity (1.2-10"° MPa s) 

Additional dissolution 

- ^ = 0 .043^p; •exp(- f / f r ) (152) 

Q^^ = cavem volume increase minus brine volume decrease (m Is) 

ß = cavern compresslbUity factor (ß = 4 • 10"̂  IMP a is typical) 

t̂ "̂  = dissolution characteristic time (tf'^Is a few days for small 
cavems and greater for large cavems) 

= Initial pressure increase (MPa) 

13.4.2 Brine or Cavern Volume Changes 

Let Q (in mVs or bbl/s) be the brine or cavern volume change rate caused by phenomena 
such as trémsient creep, additional dissolution, and thermed expansion. 
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Q=Q^-Q:r+Qtb-Q't^-Q%nn-Qd^ (153) 

Let Q' be an estimation of Q. 

13.4.3 Relation Between Tubing Pressure Variation and Apparent Leak in an LLI Test 

The pressure decay rate P^̂  as measured at the top of the tubing during a POT is linked to 
the preexisting and triggered phenomena by the foUowing relation: 

Qapp _ pivh _ Ç Ql 
' ß 1/ ß K 

BPP _ pvh _ ^kak (154) 

13.4.4 Relation Between Actual Leak and Apparent Leak in an NIT 

During an NIT. the theoretical leak Q,,̂  is linked to the apparent leak Q^̂ j, and to the 
preexisting and triggered phenomena by the following relation: 

^ 1 1 ^ -+-
\y>v ß,i/;j 

a„*, Q + ^ (155) 
ß,i/; ßl/ 

where O =- IÂ, h is the interface rate. andZ is the cross-sectional area at interface 

depth. 

13.4.5 Relation Between Actual Leak and Corrected Leak in an LLI Test 

During a POT. the corrected leak is linked to the apparent leak Q̂ p̂ and to the 
estimation Q' of the phenomena, which change the cavem or brine volume, by the foUowing 
relation: 

Q Z = Q'+Qapp = Q ' -^yp : : ! i (156) 

13.4.6 Relation Between Actual Leak and Corrected Leak In an NIT 

During an NIT. the corrected leak Q"^ is linked to the apparent leak Q̂ ^̂  and to the 
estimation Q' of the phenomena, which change the cavern or brine volume, by the following 
relation: 

•icon- \^^£-M.\.Q (157) 
I ^app \ I 
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14.0 NOMENCLATURE 

Symbol Parameter Unit 
A Parameter of Norton-Hoff steady-state creep law /Pa"-s 

a,b Haff-éixis of a spheroidal cavem m 
a. Parameter for the calculation of saturated brine density /Pa 
a Liquid thermal-expansion coefficient /°C 

Brine thermal-expémsion coefficient rc 
«y Liquid thermal-expansion coefficient I'C 

« 0 Oil thermal-expansion coefficient I'C 
Parameter of Munson creep law — 

bs Parameter for the calculation of saturated brine density I'C 
ß Cavern compressibility factor IPa 
ß' Rock-matrix compressibiUty factor /Pa 
ß. Brine compressibiUty factor /Pa 

ßr Brine adiabatic-compresslbllity factor IPa 

ß. Cavern compressibility factor IPa 

ß̂  Cavem elasticity IPa 

ßf Gas adiabatic-compressibUity factor IPa 

ßr Gas compressibiUty factor at gas/brine interface IPa 

Gas isothermal-compressibUity factor IPa 

ß̂  Hydrocarbon compressibiUty factor IPa 

Ko LPG adiabatic compressibiUty factor IPa 

Propjme compressibiUty factor IPa 
Qad 
"prop Propane adiabatic-compresslbllity factor IPa 

CompressibUIty of a nitrogen column m'/Pa 

K Parameter of Munson creep law — 

ßl/ Cavern compressibility m'/Pa 
c Correction parameter for barometric effect during NIT — . 
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Symbol Parameter ' Unit 

er Brine heat capacity at constant pressure J/kg-°C 

Fluid heat capacity at constant pressure Jlkg-'C 

Cf Liquid heat capacity at constant pressure Jlkg-'C 
Gas heat capacity Jlkg-'C 
Liquid heat capacity Jlkg-'C 
Salt heat capacity Jlkg-'C 

c Brine concentration — 

Speed of sound in brine j m/s 
Speed of sound in LPG J m/s 

^prop Speed of sound in propane m/s 
• Cnt Reference concentration for saturated brine 

Saturated brine concentration -

Brine salt saturation (finish value) - ' j • — C Brine salt saturation (starting value) —" 

Ratio of salt and Uquid volumetric heat capacity j 
ôe Change in rock strain (e.g., earth tides) 
bh Interface displacement m 

bM, Additional mass of saturated brine kg 
^pwh WeUhead pressure change Pa 

^PaTn Variation of amnular pressure at weUhead 1 Pa 
ÔP, Cavern pressure veiriation Pa 

Variation of centred tubing pressure at wellhead | Pa 

Wellhead pressure increase Pa 
8p, Brine density difference or variation | kg/m' 

8P;y, Liquid density variation kg/m' 
56 • 

an 
Veu-iation of the average temperature in the well j •c 

bV Cavem volume Increase m' 
Brine volume variation in the cavem m' 

^Knj Volume of liquid injected at wellhead ' m' 
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Symbol Parameter Unit 

5l^n«™ perm Volume of brine expeUed from the cavem by permeation m' 
bv Volume change of liquid because of temperature chemge m̂  
A Laplacian operator ' | — 
y Gas compressibility empirical factor — 

• ^ 
Parameter for calculation of the heating of a spherical cavern — 

C Internal variable of Munson creep law j — • " E Young's modulus of salt Pa 
e Relative error for cavern compressibUIty measurement! 

erfc Complementary error function — 

Rock mass porosity — 

Ratio of well volume below casing shoe to cavern volume — 
£ Cavern relative volume change — 
• Parameter of Munson creep law • 

Is • 

Sample steady-state height reduction rate Is 

é" Steady-state creep rate of a cavern Is' ' 
F Parameter of Munson creep law |' — 
/ Shape factor for compressibUIty factor calculation | . — 

. Shape factor for thermal heating calculation | 

Average geothermal gradient 'Clm 
GravitationzU acceleration mVs 

H Cavern average depth m 

^ » Casing seat depth m 
/ j Depth of brine/nitrogen or brine/hydrocarbon interface m 

, / j Also used for hours 
ft Insoluble layer thickness ' m 
A Depth of injected brine/saturated-brine interface m 

A ; Depth to gas/brine Interface m 

Movement of an interface m 
Centreil tube length | m 

• V 
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Symbol Parameter ! Unit 

77' Initial Interface position (height) 0 m 

Final Interface position (height) m . 

^» Parameter of Munson creep law — ' 

j^hyd Intrinsic hydrauUc permeability m2 . 

Salt intrinsic permeability . m2 

r^th 
^salt Salt thermal conductivity Wm-'C 

Ground thermed diffusivity mVs 

Salt hydraulic conductivity mVs 
i,f/i 
'^salt Salt thermal diffusivity mVs 

• K 
Parameter for the calculation of saturated brine concentration 
with temperature change . | ' I'C 

Lengtii of a cyUnder 

•* 
m 

Gas pressure constant • 
mV 

kg-MPa 
\ . -. Salt dissolution-Induced pressure change /MPa 

Cavem brine mass .1 kg 
m Parameter of Munson creep law — 

Mass of gas in the annular space ' kg 
Dynamic viscosity Pas 
Djmamic viscosity of brine Pas 

Dynamic viscosity of nitrogen Pas 

Dynamic viscosity of LPG Pas 

Dynamic viscosity of oil Pas 
. /7 Parameter of Norton-Hoff steady-state creep law — 

v Poisson's ratio — 

(0 Pulsation of atmospheric-temperature variations Is 
pwh 

ann 
1 • • • 

Annular pressure at wellhead '1 Pa 

Po Halmostatic pressure 

• 
Pa 

P. Gas absolute pressure at interface depth Pa 
p in t Gas pressure at gas/brine interface Pa 
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Symbol Parameter Unit 
pwh 

8 Gas pressure at weUhead Pa 
pwh 
^b Brine pressure at wellhead Pa 

P, Average pressure in the cavern Pa 

P; Cavern pressure before injection Pa 

P^ Cavern pressure immediately after injection Pa 
P: Final cavern pressure after some decay Pa 

p; Pressure Uicrement (after decay) Pa 

Pressure increment immediately after change Pa 

^pon Pore pressure Pa 

P,^ Pressure reference for the calculation of saturated brine density 
and concentration Pa 

pwh 
^tub Central tubing pressure at wellhead Pa 
P_ Geostatic earth pressure Pa 

P Difference between actual pore pressure and halmostatic pressure Pa 

Pi 
Difference between actual cavity pressure and halmostatic 
pressure Pa 

Fraction of permeation eirea 

Parameter for the calculation of saturated brine concentration IPa 
t» Rock mass porosity — 

Q Cavem or brine volume change rate caused by such phenomena as 
brine thermzd expémslon, salt creep etc. mVs 

Q' Estimation of Q mVs 
Q/9Î Parameter of Norton-Hoff steady-state creep law K 
Qapp Apparent leak rate mVs 

Qcas Leak rate through casing mVs 

Qcs Leak rate through casing shoe 

Qd^ss Cavem volume change rate caused by dissolution m'/s 

Qkak Actuéil hydrocarbon leak rate m'/s 

Qperm Leak rate because of permeation m'/s 
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Symbol Parameter Unit 

Qiub Leak rate through tubing m'/s 

QZ Corrected hydrocarbon leak rate m'/s 

^ perm Transient micropermeation flow rate m'/s 

Q:' Brine leak at the wellhead m'/s 

QZ Cavem volume change rate-steady-state creep m'/s 

Q^ Cavem volume change rate-transient creep m'/s 

Q" Steady-state micropermeation flow rate m'/s 

Qth Brine outflow rate because of thermal expansion m'/s 

<r Brine outflow rate because of cooling after pressure build-up m'/s 

Ql"- Apparent leak rate in NIT by dissolution m'/s 

Heat flux across cavem waU-adiabatic warning w 

oTd Heat flux from spherical cavern-adiabatic waming w 
R Radius of spherical cavem m 
r Radial coordinate m 

Gas-specific constant mVs-K 
P Density {mass per unit volume) kg/m' 

P* Brine density kg/m' 

P. Nitrogen density kg/m' 

Poll OU density kg/m' 

PL Brine density (saturated) before pressure change kg/m' 

PL Brine density (saturated) after pressure change kg/m' 

pf Density reference for the calculation of saturated brine density kg/m' 

pr Saturated brine density kg/m' 

Pr Fluid density kg/m' 

P, Gas density kg/m' 

Ph Hydrocarbon density kg/m' 

Pu, Liquid density kg/m' 
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Symbol Parameter Unit 

P prop Propane density kg/m' 

Psalt Salt density kg/m' 
S Surface area of the cavern waU m2 
S. Average cross-section area of a well m2 
S. Centred tubing cross-sectional area m2 

Cross-sectional area of the well m̂  
5 Cross section of a long cylinder m2 
Z Annular space cross-section at interface depth m2 
a Axial stress applied during em uniaxial test Pa 
T Absolute temperature K 

T; Absolute temperature of the salt K 
t Time s 

fjUss 
c 

Dissolution characteristic time s 
^yd Hydraulic characteristic time s 

Thermal characteristic time s 

Temperature change (process complete) 'C 

^R Temperature change In the rock 'C 

Temperature change rate 'CIs 

e„ Average temperature in a fluid column °C 

Cavem average temperature 'C 

Temperature at ground level 'C 

Amplitude of temperature veiriation at ground level 'C 
e„ Temperature measured by the z?*̂  gauge in the weUhead 'C 

Rock temperature 'C 

Natural rock temperature 'C 

Temperature reference for the calculation of saturated brine 
density and concentration 'C 

X) Parameter for cedculation of the heating of a spherical cavem 
V Cavem volume m' 
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Symbol Parameter Unit 

V" Initial cavern volume m' 

Brine volume in cavem m' 

K Cas volume in cavern m' 

VI Initial nitrogen volume in an NIT m' 

^perm Volume fluid lost to permeation m' 

Starting brine volume m' 

V'b Ending brine volume m' 

K Ending cavern volume m' 

K Stealing cavem volume m' 

Vh Hydrocarbon volume in cavern 

ts Harmonic wavelength Is 

-8{^8'K) Gas volume injected (starting, ending volumes) m' 

V v'"-' Volume brine injected into cavern m' 

^leak Volume of leaked hydrocarbon m' 

Vsal, Volume of salt dissolved m' 
y with Volume of brine withdrawn (expeUed) 3 

m 
^ t h 

a 
Volume of brine withdrawn inltiaUy m' 

il Apparent volume of leaked hydrocarbon m' 
W Function for calculation of the heating of a sphericed cavem 
X Cavem volume fraction occupied by hydrocarbon — 

z Depth m 
Parameter for the cedculation of saturated brine concentration /°C' 
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1 introduction 
TECHNOtOGtCS 

1 Introduction 

C) 

AkzoNobel Industrial Chemicals B.V. (AkzoNobel) Is investigating the usage of the brine 
cavems 472 and 381 for oil product storage. The caverns 472 and 381 have each three 
access boreholes. Before converting the brine cavems to oil storage, al! cavern boreholes 
have to be tested for hydraulic tightness by a mechanical integrity test (MIT). 

The MIT, which is part of the cavem acceptance procedure, is perfomied to check the 
suitability of the area around the last cemented casing shoe (LCCS), i.e. the bond 
between the last cemented casing, cement and salt, for the intended oil storage. 

In 2013, the general pressure Integrities of the caverns 472 and 381 were checked by 
hydraulic pressure tests. Thereby, brine was injected in each cavem to increase the 
cavem pressure to a level, which is required for MIT perfonnance respectively for planned 
oil storage. During the hydraulic pressure tests at 472 and 381, it was found that the 
cavem floor, which is fomied by the Soiling Formation, is not entirely impenneable. 

On this basis, the MIT at the cavem wells of 472 and 381 were planned as interface tests. 
For MIT performance, the test medium oil was injected in the wells. In each well, the 
oil/brine interface level was adjusted below the LCCS in the cavem neck area creating an 
independent and separated test volume for individual test evaluation per well. The MIT 
used test pressures at the LCCS above the range of the later maximum pennissible 
storage pressure. 

During perfomiance of the first MIT at cavem series 472 in October/November 2014, It 
was realised, that the oil/brine interface levels at all wells were positioned in cemented 
cavem neck regions. Therewitii, it was not possible to check the potential flow path 
between cement and salt. Therefore, after perfonning cavem neck caliper and sonar 
surveys, the MIT at cavem series 472 was repeated in November/December 2014 witii 
oil/brine interface levels adjusted in uncemented cavem neck areas. By this MIT, 
described in the document as "second MIF, all critical leak paths in tiie area of the LCCS 
- namely between steel and cement, between cement and salt and the rock salt below the 
cement - were hydraulic tightness tested. 

The subject of this document is the procedure, the results and the evaluation of the 
second MIT at the three cavern wells 472, 473 and 474 of AkzoNobel cavem series 472. 
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2 Basic Well and Pressure Data 

2 Basic Welf and Pressure Data 
The basic well data of cavem 472 are included in Table 1. 

The setup of the second MIT at cavern 472 is displayed in Enclosure 1. The MIT at the 
cavem wells 472, 473 and 474 were each performed on the 7" last cemented casing 
having installed a 414" tubing. At the outsides of each 414" tubing, SOCON Blanket 
Control Systems (BCS) were Installed. The BCS was used to measure the oil/brine 
interface level depth in the oil filled test volume in the 4 Vz x 7" annulus respectively in the 
annulus between 414" and cavem neck. 

Table 1 : Depths and diameters of wells 472, 473 and 474 for 2nd MIT 

Well 472 Well 473 Well 474 
Depth LCCS (7", 
23 lbs/ft) in m MD 444.4 443.2 444.2 

ID LCCS (7". 
23 lbs/ft) in mm 161.4 161.4 161.4 

OD 4 VS" tubing 
in mm 114.3 114.3 114.3 

Depth BCS 
sensor 1 in m MD 446.6 445.2 446.4 

Depth BCS 
sensor 20 in m MD 448.5 447.1 448.3 

Offset (MD-TVD) 
in m 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Cavem volume 472 
in m' approx. 160.000 

The pressures and pressure gradients during oil operation, advised by the rock 
mechanical expert IfG, Leipzig, compared to tiie maximum observed values during MIT 
are summarised in Table 2 (for detailed test pressure calculation, see Chapter 3.3). 
Please note, that the minimum obsen/ed MIT pressure at the LCCS had always been at 
least 1.2 bar above the minimum test pressure desired by ttie rock mechanical expert. 

r 
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G 2 Basic Well and Pressure Data 
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Table 2: Pressure gradients and pressures for 2nd MIT at wells 472, 473 and 474 

Well 472 Well 473 Well 474 
Max. permissible 
pressure gradient 
during oil operation 
in bar/m 

0.150 bar/m + 
additional 5 bar = 

0.161 bar/m 

0.150 bar/m + 
additional 5 bar = 

0.161 bar/m 

0.150 bar/m + 
additional 5 bar = 

0.161 bar/m 

Max. permissible 
pressure at LCCS 
during oll 
operation = min. 
desired MIT 
pressure at LCCS 
in bar 

71.7 71.5 71.6 

Min. observed MIT 
pressure gradient 
In bar/m 

0.164 0.164 0.164 

MIn. observed MIT 
pressure at LCCS 
in bar 

72.9 72.8 73.0 

Max. observed MIT 
pressure gradient 
in bar/m 

0.165 0.165 0.165 

Max. observed MIT 
pressure at LCCS 
in bar 

73.4 73.3 73.5 
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3 General MIT Programme 
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(Era) 
3 General MIT Programme 

The second MIT was prepared and perfomied according to the specification and wori< 
programme prepared by DEEP./KBB UT and AkzoNobel\ 

3.1 Test Procedure 

In general, the sequence of work steps for the second MIT was as follows: 

• Cavem neck sun/ey at all wells 

• Run in hole of a 414" tubing including BCS at all wells, installation of well heads 

• Diesel oil injection in 414" x 7" annulus at all wells and oil/brine interface level 
adjustment at all wells 

• Installation of well head pressure recording system at 4 VS" and 4 VS" x 7" annulus 
at all wells, recording of ambient temperatures at all well heads 

• Brine injection in 4 VS" of well 474 for test pressure adjustment 

• Damping period for 4 days including brine injection for test pressure readjustment 

• MIT perfomiance for 5 days with observation of oil/brine interface level depths by 
BCS in 24 hour-inten/als, resulting in one reference measurement and 4 interval 
measurements, i.e. 4 test intervals, optional brine Injection for test pressure 
readjustment 

• MIT evaluation 

• Release oil at all wells, release brine at 4 VS" of well 474 

• Uninstallation of well head and pull out of hole of tiie 4 VS" tubing at all wells 

At all wells, the overall technical hydraulic tightness of tiie following sections was 
confimied (see also Enclosure 1 for MIT setup): 

• Test well head 

• 4 VS" tubing in the range between well head to oil/brine interface level 

• 7" LCCS 

• Steel/cement bond in the area of the 7" LCCS 

DEEP. Underground Engineering GmbH, KBB Underground Technologies GmbH, AkzoNobel 
Industrial Chemicals B.V.:" Project: Gas Oil Storage Twente (Clovis) - Specification Mechanical 
Integrity Test (MIT)", 09 October 2014. 
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3 General MIT Programme 
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(ira) 
• Cemented cavem neck in the range between 7" LCCS and lower end of cement in 

cemented cavem neck 

• Cement/salt bond at the lower end of cement In the cemented cavem neck 

• Rock salt of the cavern neck in the range between lower end of cement and the 
oil/brine interface level 

3.2 Test Criterion 

The following test criterion was agreed during MIT planning: The criterion is detemiined by 
the accuracy of the MIT evaluation. 

The evaluation, which is presented in detail in Chapter 5.1, is perfomied by geometrical oil 
volume balancing during testing time. Then, it is possible to calculate a leak rate for each 
of tiie 4 test intervals and an average leak rate for the overall testing time. 

Regarding the test criterion: If the calculated average apparent leak rate stays within the 
boundaries of tiie overall MIT accuracy, the LCCS of a well is to be defined as technically 
hydraulic tight". 

Extraordinary circumstances require a detailed examination, e.g. an inflow of fomier 
blanket oil in the test volume, or e.g. when a BCS step change is observed directly after 
MIT start It may be possible, tiiat tiie oil/brine level has been adjusted directly below a 
BCS sensor. 

3.3 Test Pressure Calculation 

The test pressures at the LCCS were calculated on the basis of tiie maximum permissible 
pressure gradient during oil operation advised by the rock mechanical expert IfG, Leipzig 
(see Table 3). The recommended pressure gradient was 0.15 bar/m plus an additional 
pressure range of 5 bar. Therefore, the maximum permissible pressures during oil 
operation at the LCCS, which represented the minimum test pressures at the LCCS, were 
computed acconjing to Equation 1: 

Vhccs oii= grad Pou * dices + ^ bar ( 1 ) 

with: 

PLCCSOII [bar] Maximum permissible pressure at LCCS 
during oil operation 

grad Pon [bar/m] Recommended pressure gradient by IfG, 
Leipzig, during oil operation 

dices [m TVD=m MD] Depth of 7" LCCS 
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Based on the maximum pennissible pressures during oil operation respectively the 
minimum test pressures at the LCCS, the minimum MIT well head pressures at 4 VS" 
(brine side) and 4 VS" x 7" (oil side) were derived by using Equation 2 under consideration 
of the corresponding specific weights: 

with: 

Pwh 

Y 

g 

[bar] 

[kg/mT 

[m/s*] 

Pwh = Vices oil ~y*9* dices * 10"̂  

Minimum MIT well head pressure 

(2) 

Specific weight (brine: 1,200 kg/m', Diesel oil: 
830 kg/m») 

Gravitational acceleration 

Table 3: Pressure calculations for 2nd MIT at wells 472, 473 and 474 

Well 472 Well 473 Well 474 
Depth LCCS (7", 
23 lbs/ft) in m TVD 444.4 443.2 444.2 

Max. permissible 
pressure at LCCS 
during oil operation 
= min. MIT pressure 
at LCCS in bar 

71.7 71.5 71.6 

MIn. MIT well head 
pressure at 4 VS" 
(brine side) in bar 

19.4 19.4 19.4 

Min. MIT well head 
pressure at 
4VS"x7" (oil side) 
in bar 

35.5 35.4 35.5 

Due to the not entirely impermeable cavem fioor (Soiling Fomiation), it was planned to 
readjust the test pressures during the MIT by optional brine pumping. For MIT 
performance, all pressures should not fall below the minimum MIT pressures at any time. 
Therefore, it was planned to exceed tiie minimum MIT well head pressures, mentioned in 
Table 3, by 1 to 2 bar. This means, that during the whole testing period the wells were 
tested at higher pressures than they will ever experience during oil operation. 
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4 MIT Performance 

4.1 Test Preparation 

4.1.1 Cavern Neck Survey 

On 14/11/2014 at wells 472 and 474, cavem neck caliper surveys were perfomied^ .̂ 
Each run was executed with a 4 amn caliper (Tool no.: SOCON Kaliber 4 Ann 575/1) in a 
depth range starting from cavem roof and ending above the LCCS. The results of the 
caliper mns are displayed in Figure 1 and Figure 2. In these figures, the lower ends of 
cement in the cavem necks can easily be seen. For well 472, the lower end of cement is 
446.6 m MD, for well 474, ttie deptti is 446.4 m MD. Below these deptiis, there are 
uncemented salt necks. 

Figure 1: Evaluation SOCON caliper run at well 472 
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Figure 2: Evaluation SOCON caliper run at well 474 
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' SOCON GmbH: Caliper Log Well 472 •472_069_0005_L03_20141114.asc", 14 November 2014 
SOCON GmbH: Caliper Log Well 474.474_101_0004_L02_20141114.asc", 14 November 2014. 
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On 17/11/2014 at well 473, a cavem neck sonar survey was perfomied (Tool no.: SOCON 
Echo tool BSF2 72)*. The survey was run in the depth range from cavem roof to 20 cm 
below the LCCS. The evaluation of the sonar sun/ey can be seen in Figure 3. Below the 
LCCS of 473, a larger bulb is visible. Below this bulb at 445.2 m MD, tiiere is an 
uncemented salt cavem neck. 

Figure 3: Evaluation SOCON sonar survey at well 473 
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The volume lists of well 472,473 and 474 can be found in Enclosure 2 to 4. 

4.1.2 Blanket Control System 

Subsequent to ttie neck surveys, the 4 VS" tubings with ttie SOCON Blanket Confrol 
System (BCS) for oil/brine interface level monitoring were run In hole respectively set in 
positbns (see Enclosure 1 for MIT setup). 

The BCS consisted of 20 sensor elements. These elements were fixed on the outsides of 
the 4 VS" tubings. The distance between the sensor elements was 10 cm, which also 
represents ttie measuring accuracy of ttie interface detection. The downhole BCS 
communicated via data cable wltii an aboveground data interface device (see Figure 4). 
The interface level depth detection by tiie BCS sensors was performed by conductivity 
measurement. The intense change in conductivity gave the position ofthe interface. 

This means for the conductivity profile example in Figure 4: the sensor element no. 11 Is 
covered in oil, sensor no. 12 is In brine. Therewith, the interface is located at a position 
between sensor no. 11 and 12. The interface depth of 445.40 m, which is shown in the 
display, con-esponds to ttie depth of sensor no. 12. So in fact, ttie interface is somewhere 
between 445.40 and 445.30 m in this example. As the conductivity at sensor no. 11 is 
extremely low, it can be concluded, that the level Is not very close to sensor no. 11. 
Furthemiore, ttie temperature at the interface of e.g. 22.1 "C can be monitored. 

* SOCON GmbH:°Echo Log Hengelo B 473 Shaft Surve/', Doc.no. 144 102,17 November 2014. 
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Figure 4: SOCON BCS aboveground data interface display 

At cavem series 472, ttie BCS at each well were hang off at depths, that had been 
identified as uncemented salt neck sections by tiie neck surveys (see Chapter 4.1.1). The 
setting depths of tiie BCS are also visible in tiie cavem neck cross sections in Figure 1 to 
Figure 3. In Enclosure 5 to 7, the detailed cavem neck cross sections including 
con'esponding BCS sensor numbers are included (based on caliper and sonar surveys). 

4.1.3 Well Head Pressure Recording System 

On 02/12/2014, KBB UT digital well head pressure and temperature recording systems 
(Type: UNION ESSIII STATION) were assembled at all well heads (see Enclosure 1 for 
MIT setup). 

At the 4 V4" tubing and at ttie 4 VS" x 7" annulus, digital pressure sensors with a measuring 
error of 0.09 % regarding the maximum measuring range were installed. The maximum 
pressure range of all pressure sensors was 150 bar. The sample rate of the pressure 
sensore was set to 1 s. I.e. the pressure situation was checked every second. When a 
pressure change of 0.003 % of the maximum pressure range was observed, the changed 
well head pressure value was recorded. The ambient temperatures were measured near 
the well heads for optional con-elation with the well head pressures. The serial numbere of 
the KBB sensors are summarised In Table 4. 

Table 4: KBB UT sensor serial numbers of UNION ESSIII STATIONS 

Well 472 Well 473 Well 474 
Pressure at 4 VS" AAE2188E AAE 1774 D AAE 4058 G 
Pressure at 4 VS" x 7" AAE 2187 E AAE 1755 D AAE 4059 G 
Ambient Temperature AAH 0105 E AAH 0095 D AAH 0208 G 
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During the actual MIT a second well head pressure recording system of GEOSTOCK was 
installed as well. This higher accuracy system moved along the three wells and was 
installed at each well for 1 to 1.5 day. It will be used in tiie Peer Review on the MIT, which 
will be undertaken by GEOSTOCK. Data, results and conclusions will be reported in the 
Peer Review report by GEOSTOCK. 

4.1.4 Oillnjection 

On 02/12/2014, Diesel oil was injected in all wells using an AkzoNobel oil pumping tiojck 
according to the following procedure: 

As a first step, oil was pumped until one of the first BCS sensor elements was covered in 
oil. After that, more oil was injected until more or less the complete BCS was In oil. The 

^ pumped oil volumes were measured by an AkzoNobel oil flow meter. After a damping 
period overnight, oil was BCS stepwise released by measuring the backflowing oil 
volumes on 03/12/2014. After that, oil was pumped in the well again and the oil/brine 
Interface was adjusted for MIT performance. By this procedure, possible pockets In the 
cavern neck walls were filled with oil. Furthemiore, the pumped and released oil volumes 
could be compared to tiie expected values according to tiie volume lists in Enclosure 2 to 
Enclosure 4. 

Especially at well 473, ttie oil volume per BCS step during pump and release was found a 
little larger than expected. However, the comparison of pumped/released and expected oil 
volumes showed a very good con-espondence. Due to this and because of the consistent 
cavem neck cross section of well 472, the release and pump-in cycle at well 472 was not 
earned out. 

The oil pump and release records, which were only used for consistency checks regarding 
the cavem neck surveys, are to be found in Enclosure 8. The MIT evaluations were 
exclusively based on ttie cavem neck survey data. 

4.1.5 Brine Injection 

On 03/12/2014, brine Injection was started at 4VS" of well 474 for test pressure 
adjustonent Therefore, a tank, a brine pump, HP lines, a check valve, a gate valve and a 
brine fiow meter were rigged up. The brine flow meter was a portable ulti^sonic clamp-on 
metering device Krohne Optisonic 6300 P, supported by ICM, Hamburg. At first, brine was 
injected to a well head pressure of 31.1 bar at 4VS"x7" of well 474 (100 m» brine 
pumped). The well head pressure data including pumped brine volumes are attached in 
Enclosure 9. On 04/12/2014. brine was pumped to the test pressure of 37.5 bar at 
4 VS" X 7" of well 474 (in total 187.5 m» brine pumped). On 05/12/2014 and on 07/12/2014, 
brine injections for pressure readjustinent were perfomied. Thereby, ttie observed 
pressure decreases per day reduced from 1.1 bar/24 h to 0.5 bar/24 h. This reduction may 
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be due to ongoing saturation of the slightiy permeable Soiling Formation. The pumped 
brine volumes decreased from 12.5 m' on 05/12/2014 (in total 200 m') to 9 m' on 
07/12/2014 (in total 209 m'). 

4.2 MIT Execution 

On 08/12/2014, the actual MIT at cavem series 472 was started. The MIT was perfomied 
for 5 days with observation of the oil/brine interface level depths by BCS in 24 hour-
intervals, resulting in one reference measurement and 4 interval measurements. 
Therewith, 4 test intervals for oil volume balancing respectively leak rate calculation were 
available. The daily measurements were canied out at 13:00. The MIT was finalised on 
12/12/2014 at 13:00. The observed well head data and the interface depth data can be 
found in Enclosures 10 to 11. The detailed Interface depth data including conductivity 
values and temperatures near the interface are also included in the daily reports in 
Enclosure 12. It should be noticed, that a shown interface depth of e.g. 447.5 m MD in fact 
corresponded to an interface between 447,4 m MD and 447.5 m MD. 

On 08/12/2014 after perfomiing the reference measurement, the only brine injection 
during testing time for test pressure readjustment was executed. The observed pressure 
decrease from 07/12/2014 to 08/12/2014 was again 0.5 bar/24 h. Nevertheless, the well 
head pressures during testing time never came below the minimum required test well 
head pressures of Table 3. The pumped brine volume on 08/12/2014 was 3.8 m' (in total 
212.8 m'). After that, the test pressures stayed above the minimum MIT pressures for tiie 
remaining testing time including a sufficient pressure reserve. No further brine injection 
was required. On the last MIT day on 12/12/2014 13:00, the well head pressure at 
4 VS" X 7" of well 474 was still 36.9 bar with a minimum test pressure (respectively 
maximum permissible pressure during oil operation) at 4 VS" x 7" at well 474 of 35.5 bar. 

After ending the MIT on 12/12/2014, pressures were released ft-om the cavern as well as 
the testing medium oil. After ttiat, the 4 VS" tubings at all wells were pulled out of hole. 
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5 MIT Evaluation 

5.1 Theoretical Basics 

The MIT evaluation was performed by geometrical oil volume balancing over testing time. 
The influences of temperature changes in the oil test volumes and the compressibility of 
oil were not Included in test evaluation. The temperahjre and pressure differences 
observed at the MIT measurements were relatively low. In this way, the impacts on oil 
volume changes caused by temperature and pressure effects were also relatively low and 
could be neglected in the evaluation (see Chapter 5.3 for evaluation data). Only during 
brine pumping on 07/12/2014 and on 08/12/2014, ttie cooling effect of the cold brine in ttie 
4 VS" on the warmer oil in the 4 VS" x 7" annulus of well 474 caused a raise of the oil/brine 
interface level. 

During MIT, the enclosed oil volume was calculated using the following Equation 3. The oil 
volume was dependent on the pipe dimensions of the 7" LCC and on the cavern neck 
geometry resulting ft-om ttie cavem neck survey taking the 4 VS" tubing into account: 

N 

Von = J * IDlcc * dices + X ï * ^'^NBCkn+l - OD^ub) * Wn+l " dn) 

n = l 

With di = dices and d^ = djnter/oce (3) 

with 

Vo« [m*] Enclosed oil volume 

IDLCC [m] Inner diameter of 7" last cemented casing 

IDNBCK [m] Inner diameter of cavem neck dependent on 

BCS depth step of volume list 

ODrub [m] Outer diameter of 4 VJ' tubmg 

dn [m TVD=m MD] Deptti of cavern neck survey step and BCS 
step according to volume list 

Olnterface [m TVD=m MD] Depth of oil/brine interface level 

Witti ttiese data, ttie oil volumes were determined for the reference measurement and for 
the 4 Interval measurements. With the changes of the oil volume wittiin a test Interval, 
apparent leak rates for 4 test intervals In litre per day in-situ. I.e. under pressure and 
temperature conditions at the LCCS, were calculated (see Equation 4). For the overall 
testing time, an average apparent leak rate was computed: 

LÄ = ¥ (4) t 
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with 

LR [l/d in-situ] Apparent leak rate / average apparent leak 
rate 

t [d] Time of inten/al / overall testing time 

5.2 Test Accuracy 
Based on the accuracy for oil/brine interface depth detection and based on the accuracy 
for the cavem neck survey, the MIT overall accuracy was calculated. 

This calculation diffère from tiie measurement error equation mentioned in the 
specification of the MIT®. Due to the partially irregular cavem neck geometries, the enror 
equation of the speciflcatlon was not applicable. 

The accuracy of the Interface deptti detection was determined by the BCS sensor element 
distance of 10 cm. As a result of this BCS sensor setup, ttie oil interface level was 
adjusted during oil injection at a random position between two BCS sensors. The exact 
position was not known. Therefore, the oil volume, which was present betiA/een the 
starting BCS step at ttie zero measurement and the overiying BCS step according to the 
cavem neck survey results excluding the 4 VS" volume, deflned the MIT accuracy. 

The second parameter, which had direct influence on MIT accuracy, was the cavem neck 
radius Itself measured during the cavern neck survey. For MIT accuracy calculation, the 
radius of the starting BCS step was increased by an uncertainty factor of 10 %. This factor 
was applied for the results of the 4 ami caliper survey and also for the results of the sonar 
survey. 

Therewith, the MIT overall accuracy was calculated according to Equation 5 and Table 5 
applied to the overall testing time: 

.^^ * Ĉ '̂ r̂odius * rges)̂  * CLCCBCS - ? * ODiuj, * accres ACC = t 

(5) 

n * (1.1 * TBCSY * 0.1 - f * OZ?̂ m, * 0.1 
_ 

with 

ACC [l/d in-situ] MIT overall accuracy 

DEEP. Underground Engineering GmbH, KBB Underground Technologies GmbH, /\kzoNobel 
Industrial Chemteals B.V.:" Project: Gas Oil Storage Twente (Clovis) - Specification IWechanical 
Integrity Test (MIT)", 09 October 2014. 
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Factor for en-or of radius determination during 
cavem neck survey 

Cavem neck radius in deptii of starting BCS 
step at zero measurement 

Distance between BCS sensor elements 

Overall testing time 

Table 5: 2nd MIT accuracy parameter 

Accuracy for Interface level detection In m 0.1 
Error for radius of cavem neck survey in % 10.0 
Overall testing time in d 4.0 

5.2.1 Accuracy at Well 472 

For well 472, the MIT accuracy was calculated in the following Table 6. The accuracy was 
computed according to the accuracy equation 5, the accuracy parametere of Table 5 and 
according to the cavern neck radius of the starting BCS step listed in the volume list in 
Enclosure 2. 

Table 6: 2nd MIT accuracy for well 472 

Interface depth of 
zero measurement 

in m MD 

Starting BCS step 
no. of zero 

measurement 

Cavern neck radius 
of starting BCS step 

in m 
MIT accuracy ACC 

in l/d in-situ 

448.0 15 0.153 +/- 2.0 

c 

5.2.2 Accuracy at Well 473 

For well 473, the MIT accuracy was calcutated in the following Table 7. The accuracy was 
computed according to tiie accuracy equation 5, the accuracy parameters of Table 5 and 
according to the cavem neck radius of the starting BCS step listed In ttie volume list In 
Enclosure 3. 

Table 7:2nd MIT accuracy for well 473 

Interface deptti of 
zero measurement 

in m MD 

Starting BCS step 
no. of zero 

measurement 

Cavem neck radius 
of starting BCS step 

In m 
MIT accuracy ACC 

in l/d in-sitij 

446.9 18 0.186 +/- 3.0 
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5.2.3 Accuracy at Well 474 

For well 474, the MIT accuracy was calculated in the following Table 8. The accuracy was 
computed according to the accuracy equation 5, the accuracy parameters of Table 5 and 
according to the cavem neck radius of the starting BCS step listed in the volume list in 
Enclosure 4. 

Table 8: 2nd MIT accuracy for well 474 

Interface depth of 
zero measurement 

in m MD 

Starting BCS step 
no. of zero 

measurement 

Cavem neck radius 
of starting BCS step 

in m 
MIT accuracy ACC 

in l/d in-situ 

447.5 12 0.237 +/-5.1 

5.2.4 Comparison of Test Accuracies with International Criteria 

As already discussed in Chapter 3.2, the above calculated test accuracies were used for 
test criteria. In order to classify these results, the computed accuracies of the MIT at wells 
472, 473 and 474 were compared to a selection of intemational leak criteria, which can be 
found in literature (see Table 9). 

Table 9: Comparison of test criteria 

Reference Criterion in l/d in-situ 
2nd MIT at well 472 Test accuracy = test criterion +/- 2.0 l/d 
2nd MIT at well 473 Test accuracy = test criterion +/- 3.0 l/d 
2nd MIT at well 474 Test accuracy = test criterion +/-5.1 l/d 
Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve of the US 
Department of Energy*̂  

Admissible leak rate +/- 44.0 l/d 

Meinecke, Walter, Krück 
(2013)^ Test accuracy = test criterion +/- 25.8 l/d 

Remizov, Pozdnyakov, 
Igoshin (2000)" Admissible leak rate Smaller than 20.0-27.0 

l/d 

Crotogino, F.: .SMRI Reference for Extemai Well Mechanical Integrity Testing/Performance, Data 
Evaluation and Assessmenf, SMRI Research Project Report No. 95-0001-S, 1995. 
' Meinecke, I., Walter, M„ Kmck. O.: .A Hydraulic Mechanical Integrity Test of an Oil Cavem using 
the SoMIT Method". SMRI Fall Technical Conference. Avignon, France. 2013. 
' Remizov. V. V., Pozdnyakov, A. G., Igoshin, A. I.: .Examination of Rock Salt Underground Cavem 
Testing for Leak-Tightness by Pressure Alteration", SMRI Fall Meeting, San Antonio, Texas. USA, 
2000. 
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In Short, the applied test criteria for the 2nd MIT at AkzoNobel cavem series 472 are in tiie 
lower range of admissible leak rates values. This means, tiie MIT at cavem series 472 
were sufficiently exact and allowed a qualified statement regarding technical hydraulic 
tightness. 

5.3 Test Results 

In this chapter, the MIT results are presented on a well-by-well basis. 

5.3.1 Results at Well 472 

The essential test results for well 472 are listed in Table 10. In general, negative leak 
rates signify an inflow of oil, whereas positive leak rate indicate a loss of oil. 

Table 10: 2nd MIT results at well 472 

Measurement 
no. 

Time 
In dd/mm/yy 

hh:mm 

BCS interface 
level deptii 
in m MD 

Calculated oil 
volume 

inl 

Leak rate LR of 
intervals 

in l/d in-situ 
Reference 08/12/201413:00 448.0 4,671.8 -
First 09/12/201413:00 448.0 4,671.8 0.0 
Second 10/12/2014 13:00 448.0 4,671.8 0.0 
Third 11/12/201413:00 447.9 4,665.4 6.4 
Fourth 12/12/201413:00 447.9 4,665.4 0.0 

During testing time, a constant oll/brine interface level deptii of 448.0 m MD was observed 
from tiie reference until the second measurement (see also Enclosure 11). On the third 
measurement, the interface level Increased by one BCS step to a depth of 447.9 m MD. 
Then for ttie fourth measurement, ttie interface level depth remained constant at 
447.9 m MD. 

Therefore, the apparent leak rates of all intervals were calculated to 0.0 l/d in-situ. apart 
from the leak rate of ttie third test interval, which was computed to 6.4 l/d in-sitij. This 
con-esponded to an average apparent leak rate for the overall testing time of 1.6 l/d in-situ. 
The MIT accuracy for well 472 was calculated to +/- 2.0 l/d in-situ, which represented ttie 
test criterion (see Table 6). Therewitti, ttie average leak rate stayed within the boundaries 
of the determined test criterion. The visualisation of the apparent leak rates and of the MIT 
accuracy is given In Figure 5. 

O 
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Figure 5: Apparent leak rates of 2nd MIT at well 472 
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Furtiiermore, the observed well head pressures during testing time at well 472 were not 
less ttian the minimum MIT well head pressures at 414" and 4 Î4" x 7" of 19.4 bar and 
35.5 bar (see Table 3). The detailed evaluation data including pressure and temperature 
data is attached in Enclosure 13. 

5.3.2 Results at Well 473 

The essential test results for well 473 are listed in Table 11. In general, negative leak 
rates signify an inflow of oil, whereas positive leak rate indicate a loss of oil. 

Table 11: 2nd MIT results at well 473 

Measurement 
no. 

Time 
in dd/mm/yy 

hh:mm 

BCS interface 
level depth 
in m MD 

Calculated oil 
volume 

inl 

Apparent leak 
rate of intenrais 

in l/d In-situ 
Reference 08/12/2014 13:00 446.9 6,526.9 -
Firet 09/12/201413:00 446.9 6,526.9 0.0 
Second 10/12/201413:00 446.9 6,526.9 0.0 
Third 11/12/201413:00 446.9 6,526.9 0.0 
Fourth 12/12/2014 13:00 446.8 6,517.1 9.9 

r 

During testing time, a constant oil/brine interface level depth of 446.9 m MD was observed 
ft"om the reference until the third measurement (see also Enclosure 11). Then for ttie 
fourth measurement, the interface level depth increased by one BCS step to a deptii of 
446.8 m MD. 

Therefore, the apparent leak rates of all intervals were calculated to 0.0 l/d in-situ, apart 
from the leak rate of the fourth test interval, which was computed to 9.9 l/d in-situ. This 
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con-esponded to an average apparent leak rate for the overall testing time of 2.5 l/d in-situ. 
The MIT accuracy for well 473 was calcutated to +/- 3.0 l/d In-situ, which represented the 
test criterion (see Table 7). Therewith, the average leak rate stayed within the boundaries 
of the detemiined test criterion. The visualisation of the apparent leak rates and of the MIT 
accuracy is given in Figure 6. 

Figure 6: Apparent leak rates of 2nd MIT at well 473 
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Furthermore, the observed well head pressures during testing time at well 473 were not 
less than the minimum MIT well head pressures at 4 Î4" and 4 V5" x 7" of 19.4 bar and 
35.4 bar (see Table 3). The detailed evaluation data including pressure and temperature 
data is attached in Enclosure 14. 

5.3.3 Results at Well 474 

The essential test results for well 474 are listed in Table 12. In general, negative leak 
rates signify an inflow of oil, whereas positive leak rate Indicate a loss of oil. 

Table 12: 2nd MIT results at well 474 

Measurement 
no. 

Time 
In dd/mm/yy 

hh:mm 

BCS interface 
level deptti 
in m MD 

Calculated oil 
volume 

inl 

Apparent leak 
rate of intervals 

in l/d in-situ 
Reference 08/12/201413:00 447.5 4,774.5 -

First 09/12/201413:00 447.5 4,774.5 0.0 
Second 10/12/2014 13:00 447.5 4,774.5 0.0 
Third 11/12/201413:00 447.5 4.774.5 0.0 
Fourth 12/12/2014 13:00 447.5 4,774.5 0.0 
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During testing time, a constant oil/brine interface level depth of 447.5 m MD was observed 
from the reference until the fourth measurement (see also Enclosure 11). After brine 
pumping on 08/12/2014 for pressure readjustinent subsequent to tiie zero measurement, 
tiie interface level went up one BCS step to 447.4 m MD. After a damping period 
overnight, the interface level returned to the depth of 447.5 m MD. This interface 
movement could be explained by the brine pumping at 4 !4" of well 474. The pumped 
brine cooled down the oil In the 4 !4" x 7" at well 474. The oil temperature of the BCS 
reduced from approx. 23'C to 18 °C. Thus, this interface movement was caused by 
temperature effects. 

Therefore, the apparent leak rates of all inten/als were calculated to 0.0 l/d In-situ. This 
con-esponded to an average apparent leak rate for the overall testing time of 0.0 l/d in-situ. 
The MIT accuracy for well 474 was calculated to +/- 5.1 l/d in-situ, which represented the 
test criterion (see Table 8). Therewith, the average leak rate stayed within the boundaries 
of ttie determined test criterion. The visualisation of the apparent leak rates and of the MIT 
accuracy Is given in Figure 7. 

Figure 7: Apparent leak rates of 2nd MIT at well 474 
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Furthermore, the observed well head pressures during testing time at well 474 were not 
less than the minimum MIT well head pressures at 4 Vz and 414" x 7" of 19.4 bar and 
35.5 bar (see Table 3). The detailed evaluation data including pressure and temperature 
data is attached in Enclosure 15. 
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6 Summary and Conclusion 
TBöinuäö« 

6 Summary and Conclusion 

The calculated test accuracies for the MIT at wells 472, 473 and 474 were adequatiey 
exact to allow final statements regareling hydraulic tightness of the LCCS. 

All calculated average leak rates of well 472, 473 and 474 stayed wittiin the boundaries of 
the test accuracies, which determined tiie test criterion. 

Additionally, all observed well head pressures during testing time were not less than the 
maximum permissible pressures during future oil operation. 

Therefore, the last cemented casing shoes of well 472, 473 and 474 of AkzoNobel 
cavern series 472 can be declared "technically hydraulic tight" with regard to the 
rock mechanical approved pressures during oil operation. 
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2nd MIT Akzo cavern well 473, Cavem neck 
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2nd MIT Akzo cavern well 474, Evaluation and apparent leak rates 
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^UNDERGROUND^ 
TECHNOLOGIES 

Weil 472 «»ILiZ9 

BCS Interface deptti 
BCS oil temperature 

Brine ̂ - ( ^ Brine flow meter 

Blanket control system 
Oil/brine Internee 
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(2â> 
^UNDERGROUND^ 

TECHNOLOGIES 
AkzoNobd 

PN 5305: Cavem neck volume list weil 472 

7" LCCS at 444.4 m MD 
cale. Oil volume in 4 1/2" x 7" to 7" LCCS in liter: 
caic. oil volume in neck to uppenmost BCS sensor in liter: 

4.532.3 
50.7 

level depth 
in m IMD BCS sensor no. neck radius in m* from depth to depth delta volume total volume 

in m IMD in m IMD 4 1/2" X 7" in liter* 41/2" X 7" in liter 

446.5 446.6 4.583.0 
446.6 446.7 6.1 4.589.1 
446.7 446.8 6.3 4.595.4 
446.8 446.9 6.3 4.601.7 
446.9 447.0 6.0 4.607.7 
447.0 447.1 6.3 4.614.0 
447.1 447.2 6.5 4.620.5 
447.2 447.3 6.4 4626.9 
447.3 447.4 6.5 4.633.4 
447.4 447.5 6.5 4.639.9 
447.5 447.6 6.5 4.646.4 
447.6 447.7 6.4 4.652.8 
447.7 447.8 6.3 4659.1 
447.8 447.9 6.3 4.665.4 
447.9 448.0 6.4 4.671.8 
448.0 448.1 6.5 4.678.2 
448.1 448.2 6.5 4.684.8 
448.2 448.3 6.2 4.691.0 
448.3 448.4 6.2 4.697.2 
448.4 448.5 6.4 4.703.7 

446.6 
446.7 
446.8 
446.9 
447.0 
447.1 
447.2 
447.3 
447.4 
447.5 
447.6 
447.7 
447.8 
447.9 
448.0 
448.1 
448.2 
448.3 
448.4 
448.5 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

0.144 
0.151 
0.152 
0.152 
0.150 
0.153 
0.155 
0.154 
0.155 
0.155 
0.155 
0.154 
0.152 
0.153 
0.153 
0.155 
0.155 
0.152 
0.152 
0.154 

*: based on caliper measurement 
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( ! ^ ) 
^ UNDERGROUND ^ 

TECHNOLOGIES AkzoNobol 
PN 5305: Cavem neck volume list well 473 

T LCCS at 443.2 m MD 
cale, oil volume in 4 1/2" x 7" to 7" LCCS in liter 
calc. oil volume in neck to uppermost BCS sensor in liter. 

4520.1 
1.806.9 

level depth 
in m MD BCS sensor no. neck radius in m* from depth to depth delta volume total volume 

in mMD in m MD 41/2- X 7" in litei* 41/2" X 7" in liter 

445.1 445.2 6.327.0 
445.2 445.3 15.0 6.341.9 
445.3 445.4 14.6 6.356.5 
445.4 445.5 14.6 6.371.1 
445.5 445.6 11.5 6.382.6 
445.6 445.7 11.5 6.394.0 
445.7 445.8 12.1 6.406.1 
445.8 445.9 12.1 6.418.2 
445.9 446.0 12.2 6.430.4 
446.0 446.1 12.2 6.442.5 
446.1 446.2 11.9 6.454.4 
446.2 446.3 11.9 6.466.3 
446.3 446.4 11.1 6.477.4 
446.4 446.5 11.1 6.488.4 
446.5 446.6 9.4 6.497.8 
446.6 446.7 9.4 6.507.2 
446.7 446.8 9.9 6.517.1 
446.8 446.9 9.9 6.526.9 
446.9 447.0 8.3 6.535.2 
447.0 447.1 8.3 6.543.5 

445.2 
445.3 
445.4 
445.5 
445.6 
445.7 
445.8 
445.9 
446.0 
446.1 
446.2 
446.3 
446.4 
446.5 
446.6 
446.7 
446.8 
446.9 
447.0 
447.1 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

0.226 
0.226 
0.223 
0.223 
0.199 
0.199 
0.204 
0.204 
0.205 
0.205 
0.203 
0.203 
0.196 
0.196 
0.182 
0.182 
0.186 
0.186 
0.172 
0.172 

*: based on sonar measurement 
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C2â> 
^UNDERGROUND^ 

TECHNOLOGIES 

3 
AkzoNobel 

PN 5305: Cavem neck volume list well 474 

7" LCCS at 444.2 m MD 
calc. oil volume in 4 1/2" x 7" to 7" LCCS in liter 
calc. oil volume in neck to uppemiost BCS sensor in liter 

4.530.3 
746 

level depth 
in m MD BCS sensor no. neck radius in m* from depth 

in m MD 
to depth 
in m MD 

delta volume 
41/2" x 7" in liter* 

total volume 
41/2" X 7" in liter 

0.188 446.3 446.4 4.604.9 
0.194 446.4 446.5 10.8 4.615.6 
0.217 446.5 446.6 13.8 4.629.4 
0.236 446.6 446.7 16.5 4.645.9 
0.228 446.7 446.8 15.3 4.661.1 
0.228 446.8 446.9 15.4 4676.5 
0.233 446.9 447.0 16.0 4.692.5 
0.237 447.0 447.1 16.6 4709.1 
0.233 447.1 447.2 16.0 4.725.1 
0.236 447.2 447.3 16.5 4.741.6 
0.236 447.3 447.4 16.4 4.758.0 
0.237 447.4 447.5 16.6 4.774.5 
0.224 447.5 447.6 14.8 4.789.3 
0.207 447.6 447.7 12.5 4.801.8 
0.221 447.7 447.8 14.3 4.816.1 
0.233 447.8 447.9 16.0 4.832.1 
0.224 447.9 448.0 14.7 4.846.8 
0.195 448.0 448.1 10.9 4857.7 
0.210 448.1 448.2 12.8 4870.4 
0.224 448.2 448.3 14.7 4.885.2 

446.4 
446.5 
446.6 
446.7 
446.8 
446.9 
447.0 
447.1 
447.2 
447.3 
447.4 
447.5 
447.6 
447.7 
447.8 
447.9 
448.0 
448.1 
448.2 
448.3 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

*: based on caliper measurement 
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TECHN0L06KS AkzoNobel 

neck radius based on caliper measurement in m 
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Enclosure 5: 2nd MIT Akzo cavern well 472, Cavern neck 
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